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Equivalence relations among order preserving operator inequalities 
and a related open problem 
Takeaki Yamazaki, Masahiro Yanagida and Takayuki Furuta 
Faculty of Science, Science University of Tokyo 
Abstract 
A  > B 2 0 ensures A'-' > ( A ~ B P A ~ ) ~  for any p > 1 and t 5 0. This inequality is well 
known as F'uruta inequality. In case t 2 0 and A  2 B > 0 with A  > 0, four inequalities similar 
to this inequality have been obtained by many researchers. In this paper, we show relations among 
these four inequalities and also we discuss an open problem related to  one of four inequalities. 
1 Introduction 
In what follows, a capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a complex Hilbert space H. An 
operator T is said to be positive (denoted by: T 2 0) if (Tx, x) 2 0 for all x E H .  Also, an operator T 
is strictly positive (denoted by: T > 0) if T is positive and invertible. In 1934, Lowner established the 
following famous theorem. 
Theorem L-H (Lowner-Heinz 1934). If A 2 B 2 0, then A" 2 B" holds for a E [O,l]. 
This theorem is very simple and useful. But the condition a E [0, 1 is too restrictive to apply. As an 
extension of Theorem L-H, Furuta established the following theorem. 
Theorem F (F'uruta 1987)[5]. 
If A 2 B 2 0, then for each T 2 0, 
(i) ( B ~ A P B ~  ) $  > - ( B ~ B P B ~ ) ;  
and. 
(ii) (A; A P A ~  )$  > - (A; B P A ~ ) ;  
hold f o r p r o  a n d q 2 1  v i t h ( l + r ) q > p + r .  
Theorem F was shown in [5]. Alternative proofs are given in [I] and [8], and one page elementary 
proof is shown in [6]. I t  turns out that (i) and (ii) of   he or em F are mutually equivalent. I t  is shown in 
[ll] that the domain drawn for p, q and T in the figure is best possible one for Theorem F. Put  T = 0 in 
Theorem F, then we obtain Theorem L-H, so that Theorem F is an extension of Theorem GH. 
In case T < 0, we obtain the following Theorem A by many researchers. 
Theorem A [9][10]. Let A, B E B(H), then the following assertions hold. 
(1) ~f A 2 B 2 0 with A > 0, then A'-~ 2 (A$ B P A G ) ~  f o r 1 2 p > t > 0 w i t h p 2 ~ .  
(2) ~f A 2 B 2 0 with A > 0, then A - ~  2 (A$ B P A ? ) ~  f o r 1 2 t > p > 0 w i t h ~ 2 ~ .  
-t ap--t (3) I ~ A  2 B > 0 with A > 0, then ~ ~ p - ~  2 (A? BPAT) P-t for;  2 p >  t 2 0. 
a -1-t (4) If A > B > O with A > 0, then A2p-1-t > - (A$ B ~ A G )  'p-t for 1 2 t > p 2 a. 
A part of (1) is shown in [13]. And complete proof of (1) is shown in [2]. Nice prook of (1) and (3) are 
shown in [9]. And extensions of (1) and (3) are shown in [3] and [4]. I t  is shown in [lo] that all inequalities 
hold and also their outside exponents are optimal except (3) called "Mysterious A-zone". In this paper, 
we show some relations among these inequalities in Theorem A. And we show a counterexample related 
to (3). 
Figure 
2 Results 
At first we can unify four inequalities of Theorem A as follows: 
Theorem 1. I{ A > B 2 0 with A > 0, then 
- t  ~ Aq-t 2 ( A 3  BPAT) p-t 
holds under the condition (i) or (ii); 
(i) 2 p > q > p > t 2 O a n d 1 2 q > O ,  
(ii) 1 2 t > p > q > 2 p - l a n d l > q 2 0 .  
We remark that if we put q = 1 and q = 2p in (i) of Theorem 1 ,  then we obtain ( 1 )  and (3) in 
Theorem A respectively. And also if we put q = 0 and q = 2p - 1 in (ii) of Theorem 1 , then we obtain 
(2) and (4) in Theorem A respectively. The inequality (2.1) is the same form as the following inequality. 
Theorem F'. If A 2 B 2 0, then for each q E [0, 11, 
- t  & Aqdt 2 (A% BPAY) P - t  holds for p 2 q and t 5 0. 
Theorem F' is equivalent to Theorem F. 
Theorem 2. If 2 p > t 2 0 and a > 0, then there exist A, B E B ( H )  such that A 2 B 2 0 with 
A > 0 and 
3 Lemmas 
In this section, we cite some lemmas which are needed to prove our results in the previous section. 
Lemma F (Furuta 1995)[7]. Let A be a positive invertible operator, and let B be an invertible operator. 
For any real number A, 
(BAB*)X = B A ~  (A+ B*BAB)X-~A;B*. 
Lemma 3. If A > B 2 0 with A > 0, then 
A-P3 > - ( A ~ B ~ - P A ~ ) ~  holds for s  E [I, 21 and ! 2 p  2 0. 
Proof. We may assume that A and B are both invertible in the proof. Applying Lemma F and Theorem 
L-H for s E [1,2] and ps  E [O,l], we have 
a' Bq2(BL$EA-1By)3-1B+A+ ( A + B 1 - ~ ~ + ) 3  = A- by Lemma F 
< A+ B - l B q ) ~ - ~ B q A +  
- by Theorem L-H 
- 
- 
< A+ A'-p3A+ by Theorem L-H 
-
- A-ps. 
Applying Lemma 3 , we obtain the following corollaries. 
Corollary 4. If A > B > 0 with A > 0, then 
A-l 2 (A+ B~-PA?)+ holds for p  E [+, I ] .  
Proof. Put s  = in Lemma 3 .  
Corollary 5. If A 2 B 2 0 with A > 0, then 
A - 2 ~  2 (A+ B~--PA+ ) 2 holds for p E [O, i]. 
Proof. Put s = 2 in Lemma 3 .  
4 Proofs of results 
First of all, we show the relations among four inequalities in Theorem A. 
We may assume that A and B are both invertible in the proof. 
(A) Proofs of the relations among four triangular zones. 
(a) Proof of (1) n (3) -+ (4). 
Applying Corollary 5 to A 2 B > 0, we have 
Applying (1) n (3) in Theorem A (i.e., put p  = $ in (3).) to (4.1), we have 
for i > tl 2 0. 
Then we have 
Put tl  = &=$ in (4.3), we have 
2 p - 1 - t  A2P-1-t > (A$ BPA$) 7 1  
- for l > t > p > -  2 
by conditions tl and p. So the proof of ( 1 )  n (3) -+ ( 4 )  is complete. 
(b). Proof of ( 4 )  + ( 1  - b). Raise each sides of ( 4 )  in Theorem A to the power & E [O,1] by  
Theorem L-H and taking inverses of both sides, we have 
~ 1 - t  5 ( A + B ~ A + ) s .  
(4.4) is equivalent to the following (4.5) by Lemma F 
Therefore we obtain 
~ l - p  < - B ~ A B ~  ~ Y A  2 B 
; I E h  5 ( B 3 A t B  a ) t-P . 
Put pl = t and tl = p in (4.6), we have 
3- 1 
~ ~ - ~ l  - < ( B + A P ~ B ~ ) ~ ~ - ~ I  for l > p l > t l > - .  2  
(4.7) is equivalent to ( 1  - b). So the proof of (4 )  -+ ( 1  - b) is complete. 
(c ) .  Proof of ( 1  - b) -+ ( 2  - b). Applying Corollary 4 to A > B > 0 ,  we have 
Applying ( 1  - b) in Theorem A to the (4.8), we have 
-1 a 3 ( ~ - 1 ) l - t l  2 { ( A - I ) ~  (A$ B l - ~ ~ ~  ( ~ - 1 ) q  }pl-tl 
for 1 2 pl > tl 2 i. 
Put pl = p in (4.9). Then we have 
- ( I - t l )  -(I-t ) 3 
~ - ( l - t ~ )  L ( A  a ~ 1 - P A  a l p - t 1 .  
Put t2 = 1 - tl and pz = 1 - p in (4.10). Then we have 
3-  > ( A % B P ~ A  a 1 ~ a - t ~  1  for - > tZ > p2 > 0. 2 - 
So the proof of (1 - b) t (2  - b) is complete. 
(d ) .  Proof of ( 2  - b) + (3). ( 2  - b) is equivalent to the following form: 
1 ( ~ - ~ ) : A ~ B > O + B - ~ ~ ( B ~ A ~ B ~ ) ~  for - > p > t _ > O .  2 - 
Then applying Lemma F and Theorem L-H, we obtain 
B P A ~  ) - = A ~ ~ ~ ( B ~ A - ~ B ~ ) ~ B % A +  b y L e m a F  
- AGBf { ( B ? ~ t ~ 3 ) s ) - 1 B f  A$ 
5 A ? B ~  B P B ~  ~2 b y  (4.11) 
- A + B 2 p ~ $  
< A~P-t  1  
- for - > p > t 2 0. by Theorem G H  2 - 
So the proof of (2 - b) + (3) is complete. Consequently the proofs of the relations among four 
triangular zones are complete. 
(B) Secondly, we show (1 - a) tt (2 - a). 
(e). Proof of (1 - a) 4 (2 - a). Raise each sides of (1 - a) to the power & E [O,l] by Theorem L-H, 
we have 
(4.12) is equivalent to the following (4.13) by Lemma F and taking inverses of both sides: 
Put pl = t and tl = p i n  (4.13), we have 
for 1 2 t l  2 $ 2 p 1  2 0 w i t h t l  #pl .  
(4.14) is equivalent to the (2 - a). So the proof of (1 - a) + (2 - a) is complete. 
(f). Proof of (2 - a) -t (1 - a). Raise each sides of (2 - a) to the power E [O,1] by Theorem GH, 
(4.15) is equivalent to the following (4.16) by Lemma F and taking inverses of both sides: 
Applying the hypothesis A 2 B to (4.16), we have 
Put pl = t and t l  = p in (4.17), we have 
for 1 2 PI > 2 2 tl 2 0 with pl # tl. 
(4.18) is equivalent to (1 - a). So the proof of (2 - a) + (1 - a) is complete. Consequently the proof of 
(1 - a) H (2 - a) is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Case (i). Applying Theorem L-H to the hypothesis A 2 B > 0. Then we 
obtain AQ 2 Bq for 1 2 q > 0. Moreover we apply (1) in Theorem A to AQ and Bq, then we have 
for 1 > pl > tl 2 0 with pl > $. 
This condition is equivalent to the following (4.20): 
Put pl = E and tl = in (4.19), we have 4 
f o r 2 p 2 q 2 p > t > O a n d 1 2 q > O .  
So the proof of (i) is complete. 
Case (ii). Applying Lemma 3 to the hypothesis A 2 B 2 0 with A > 0, we have 
for any s E [I, 21 and 2 p 2 0. 
Put s = 9 in (4.22), we have 
P 
for any $ E [I, 21 and 1 > q > 0. 
Applying (1) in Theorem A to (4.23), then we have 
for 2p1 2 1 2 pl > tl 2 0. 
Put pl = f and tl = $ in (4.24), we have 
f o r 2 p t q I p > t 2 0 a n d 1 2 ~ > 0 .  
Put qz = 1 - q, pz = 1 - p and tz = 1 - t in (4.25), we have 
for 1 2 t 2  > p z  292 >'2pz-'l and 1 > q 2  1 0 .  
So the proof of (ii) is complete. Hence the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark. (1) in Theorem A is essential to the proof of Theorem 1. We consider (1) in Theorem A as 
follows. 
Theorem A-s (satellite version). 
(1) IfA > B > 0 withA> 0, then A t  B > A ~ ( A ~ B P A ~ ) % A ~  for 1 > p > t  2 Owithp 2 i. 
In the same way as the proof of Theorem 1 , we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 -s. 
-t & t (i) I f A > B 2 O w i t h A > O ,  then A ~ > B ~ > A ~ ( A ~ B P A ~ ) P - ~ A ~  
holdsforany 2 p 2 q 2 p > t 2 O a n d l > q > O .  
-1 g--1 1 (ii) I f A 2  B >  0 withA> 0, then A4 1 A ~ ( A ~ B P A T ) P - ~ A ~  
> - A$(A$BPA$)SA$ 
Proof of Theorem 2 . We may assume that A and B are both invertible in the proof and the following 
inequality holds for any a = a(p ,  t) > 0: 
for fixed p and t such that $ 2 p > t 2 0. 
(4.27) is equivalent to the following (4.28) by Lemma F and taking inverses of both sides: 
-p  --(P+") B-(P+") - < ( B ~ A ~ B T - )  *-P . 
Put pl = t and t l  = p in (4.28), we have 
for fixed t l  and pl such that > t l  > pl > 0. 
But this is a contradiction by the best possibility of (2 - b) in Theorem A [lo]. So that the proof of 
Theorem 2 is complete. 
We obtain the following assertion by Theorem 2 . 
Corollary 6. If $ 2 p > t > 0, then there exist A, B E B(H)  such that A > B 2 0 with A > 0 and 
Its concrete example is given by J-F-Jiang. 
5 Examples 
In this section, we show an example related to the best possibility of (3) in Theorem A. Does the following 
conjecture hold? 
Conjecture. I fA  2 B > 0 vith A > 0, then 
- t  1-t t 1 
A > A ~ ( A $ B P A ~ ) ~ - - ~ A ~  for any - >_ p > t > 0. 
2 
T.FuruEa expected that this conjecture did not hold, and (3) in Theorem A was the best possible. We 
obtain the following example. 
Theorem 7 (Counterexample). If p = 0.3 and t = 0.15, then there exist A, B E B(H) such that 
A 2 B > 0 with A > 0 and 
A 2 ~t ( A + ~ P A $ ) % A ~  
Example. We defined by X and Y as follows for any 1 - 2 p  2 a > 0. 
And, A, B,  p and t are defined by 
18926 2549 26988 
2549 38479 3638 ) ( 8 3 3  8) - B. 
26988 3638 38524 
p = 0.3 and t = 0.15. 
(1). In case cr = 1 - 2p = 0.4. 
Eigenvalues of X are 57785.0756. - -, 87.9132 - and -0.9723. . -. So that X 2 0. 
( 9.2543 . - 38.3541 - .  . 2.1437 - . . Y = 38.3541 - - 86.2527 - . - 17.5346. - . 2.1437.m. 17.5346. - . 0.5094 . . . ) a  
Eigenvalues of Y are 104.8795.. -, -9.5621 - - - and 0.6990 - - 0 .  So that Y 2 0. 
(2). In case 0.37 = cu < 1 - 2p = 0.4. 
Eigenvalues of X are 41578.4615 ., 64.2655. and -0.0014. - .. So that X 2 0. 
Eigenvalues of Y are 74.4826 - . ., -6.1697 - - .  and 0.6733 -. -. So that Y 2 0. 
Therefore we expect the following conjecture. But at  present we do not obtain its proof. 
Conjecture. If 2 p > t 2 0 and cu > 0, then there exist A, B E B(H) such that 
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Generalized operator functions implying order 
preserving operator inequalities 
Masahiro Yanagida, Takeaki Yamazaki and Takayuki Furuta 
Faculty of Science, Science University of Tokyo 
1 Introduction 
This report is based on the following preprint: 
T.F'uruta, T.Yamazaki and M.Yanagida, Operator functions implying generalized 
Furuta inequality, to  appear in Mathematical Inequalities and Applications 1 (1998). 
A capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a complex Hilbert space H. An 
operator T is said to be positive (denoted by T 2 0) if (Tx, x) > 0 for all x E H and 
also an operator T is said to be strictly positive (denoted by T > 0) if T is positive 
and invertible. The following Theorem F is an extension of the celebrated Lowner-Heinz 
theorem: A 2 B > 0 ensures A" > B" for any a E [O, 11. 
Theorem F ([6]). 
If A > B 2 0, then for each r > 0, 
(i> ( ~ f  A P B ~  1: 2 ( B Z B P B ~  ): 
and 
(ii) ( A ~ A P A ~ ) : > ( A ~ B P A Z ) :  
hold forp > 0 and q > 1 with ( l + r ) q  > p+r. 
(0, -7.1 I' Figure 
We remark that Theorem F yields Lowner-Heinz theorem when we put r = 0 in (i) 
or (ii) stated above. Alternative proofs of Theorem F are given in [3][13] and also an 
elementary one-page proof in [7]. I t  is shown in [14] that the domain drawn for p, q and r 
in the Figure is best possible one for Theorem F. Since now, many applications of Theorem 
F have been developed by many researchers in the following branches. 
APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM F 
(A) OPERATOR INEQUALITIES 
(1) Characterizations of operators satisfying logA 2 log B 
(2) Generalizations of Ando's theorem 
(3) Other order preserving operator inequalities 
(4) Applications to  the relative operator entropy 
(5) Applications to Ando-Hiai log majorization 
(6) Generalized Aluthge transformation 
(B) NORM INEQUALITIES 
(I)  Several generalizations of Heinz-Kato theorem 
(2) Generalizations of some theorems on norms 
(3) An extension of Kosaki trace inequality and parallel results 
( C )  OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
(I) Generalizations of Pedersen-Takesaki theorem and related results 
In [lo] we established the following Theorem G as extensions of Theorem F. 
Theorem G ([lo]). If A 2 B > 0 with A > 0, then for each t E [O,l] and p > 1, 
1-t r FPt(A, B ,  r, s) = A?{AZ ( A ~ B P A ~ ) " A : }  IP-~:++.AA~ 
is decreasing for r 2 t and s > 1, and Fp,t(A, A, r, s) > FPlt(A, B ,  r,  s), that is, for each 
t E [ O , 1 ]  a n d p  2 1, 
1-t r A'-'+' 2 {A; ( A ~ B P A ~ ) " A I }  i p - t Z + ~  
holds for any s 2 1 and r _> t. 
Ando-Hiai[2] established excellent log majorization results and proved the following 
useful inequality equivalent to  the main log majorization theorem: If A > B > 0 with 
A > 0, then 
holds for any p 2 I and r 2 1. Theorem G interpolates the inequality stated above by 
Ando-Hiai and Theorem F itself, and also extends results of [4][8] and [9]. Recently a nice 
mean theoretic proof of Theorem G is shown in [5] and the result on the best possibility 
of Theorem G is shown in [15]. 
Very recently the following Theorem H is obtained in [ll] as an extension of Theorem 
G and a simplified proof of Theorem H is shown in [12]. 
Theorem H ([l l]) .  Let A 2 B 2 0 with A > 0. For each t E [O,l],q > 0 and p 2 
max{q, t), 
Gp,q,t(A, B ,  r, s) = A?{Af ( A ~ B P A ~ ) ~ A Z }  ~ ; l t % - ~ ~  
is decreasing for r 2 t and s 2 1. 
Here we show Theorem 1 by using Theorem F and we show Theorem 2, which is an 
extension of Theorem H, and Corollary 3 by using Theorem 1. 
2 Results 
Theorem 1. Let A and B be positive invertible operators satisfying 
1 P o  A > - ( A ~ B A ~ ) = O + P O  for fixed a,-, > 0 and Po 2 0 with a,-, + PO > 0. 
Then  the following ( i )  and (i i)  hold and they are mutually equivalent: 
( i )  For any fixed 6 > -Po, 
6+P P f ( ~ ,  p )  = A? ( A ~ B Q ~ )  -o*+$oP A+' 
is decreasing for p > 1 and X 2 1 such that aoX > 6. 
( i i)  For any jked 6 5 a,-,, 
J+P P f (A ,  p )  = A? ( A ~ B Q ~ )  ~O*+$OP A 7  
is decreasing for X > 1 and p > 1 such that Pop 2 -6. 
Applying Theorem 4, we obtain t he  following extension o f  Theorem H .  
Theorem 2. Let A > B 2 0 with A > 0 .  For each t E [O,1] and p 2 t, the following ( i )  
and (i i)  hold and they are mutually equivalent: 
( i )  If q > 0,  then 
- t+r Gp,q,t (A, B, r ,  s )  = A? { A  f ( A 3  B P A ~ )  'A; ) (;-~)S+'A? 
is  decreasing for r > t and s > 1 such that ( p  - t ) s  2 q - t. 
(i i)  If p > q, then 
-t+r 
G,,~,, (A,  B, r ,  s )  = A? {A;  ( A ~ B P A T  -7" AT (;-~)~+TAY 
is decreasing for s > 1 and r > max{ t ,  t - q) .  
W e  write A .>> B i f  l o g A  > log B for positive invertible operator A and B which is 
called chaotic order [4] and related results on  chaotic order are discussed i n  [ I ]  and [4]. 
Also Theorem 1 implies the  following characterization o f  chaotic order. 
Corollary 3. The following assertions are mutually equivalent: 
(i) A >> B (i.e., l o g A  2 log B ) .  
( i i)  For any fixed q > 0, 
~ , ( p ,  T )  = A? (AIBPA; )%A? 
is decreasing for p > q and r > 0. 
(iii) For any jked q 5 0 ,  
$'q(p, r )  = A ? ( A ~  BPA~)%A? 
is decreasing for p > 0 and r > -q. 
T h e  equivalence relation between ( i )  and (i i)  is shown in  [4][9]. 
3 Proofs of results 
We need the following lemmas to  give proofs of the results. 
Lemma F (Furuta lemma[lO]). Let A > 0 and B be a n  invertible operator. Then  
holds for any real number A. 
Lemma 1. Let A and B be positive invertible operators satisfying 
1 P o  A > - ( A ~ B A ~ ) - O + P O  for fixed a0 > 0 and Po > 0 with a0 + Po > 0. (3.1) 
Then  the following inequality holds: 
P r A" > ( A ~ B " ~ ) ~ O ~ ~ ~ O ~  for X > 1 and p  2 1. (3-2) 
Proof of Lemma I .  In case Po = 0, (3.1) means A > I ,  obviously Ap > I holds for any 
p > 1, SO that (3.2) holds. In case a. = 0, (3.1) means I > B, obviously I > BX holds 
for any X > I, so that (3.2) holds, too. Therefore we have only to consider the case a > 0 
and p > 0. Applying (ii) of Theorem F to (3.1), we have 
1 - 3 l f r l  
A'+" - > { A ' : ( A ~ B A ~ ) ~ O + P O A ~ } ~ ~ + ~ ~  for anypl  2 1 and q > 0. (3.3) 
Puttingpl = > 1 in (3.3), we have Po - 
(l+r )P 
> - ( ~ t ( l + n ) ~ ~ t ( l + ~ l ) )  mo+~o:~$l for any rl 2 0. (3.4) 
Put p  = 1 + rl > 1 in (3.4), then we have 
P P 
A' > ( A ~ B A ~ ) - ~ : P ~ ~  for p  2 I.. (3.5) 
(3.5) is equivalent to the following (3.6) by Lemma F: 
( B ~ A ~ B ~ ) - O % O P  > -B for p  2 1. (3-6) 
Again applying (i) of Theorem F to  (3.6), we have 
{ B ~ ( B ~ A ~ B ~ ) - ~ % ~ B ~ } P ~ + ~ ~ > B ~ + ' ~  - f o r a n y p 2 t l a n d r 2 t O .  (3.7) 
ao+Po Putting p2 =  2 1 in (3.7), we have 
(l+r )a (B~(~+T~)A'B~(~+~~))~~+P~,"+$~~ > - B1+'2 for any r2 > 0. (3-8) 
Put  X = 1 + 7-2 > 1 in (3.8), then we have 
( B ~ A p B ~ ) a o ~ ~ ~ o r  - > Bh for X > 1 and p >  1. (3.9) 
Hence the proof of Lemma 1 is complete since (3.9) is equivalent to  (3.2) by Lemma F. 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of (2). We recall the following condition on 6, ao, PO and X in (i): 
for any fixed 6 > -Po and X > 1 such that aoX > 6. (3.10) 
(a) Proof of the result that f (A, p) is decreasing for X > 1 such that a X  > 6. 
The hypothesis in Theorem 1 ensures (3.2) by Lemma 1: 
P P A' > (A:B":)-O*:~OP for X 2 1 and p > 1, (3.2) 
and (3.2) is equivalent to the following (3.9) by Lemma F: 
( B ~ A ~ B ~ ) ~ o * ~ ~ o P  > - BBh for X > 1 and p > 1. (3.9) 
(3.9) yields the following (3.11) by Lowner-Heinz theorem: 
( B ~ A ~ B % ) ~ o ; : ~ o P  > - Bw for X > 1, p > 1 and any w such that X > w > 0. (3.11) 
S + P  P 
Define g(X) = (A:B%A~).~*+$o~. Then f (A, p) = A?g(X)A? and we have 
The last inequality holds by (3.11) and Lowner-Heinz theorem since ooh+i?or+oow btPop E [O, 11 
holds by the condition (3.10). Hence f (A, p)  = A % ~ ( X ) A ?  is decreasing for X > 1 such 
that aX 2 6. 
(b) Proof of the result that f (A, p) is decreasing for p > 1. 
By Lemma F, 
(3.2) yields the following (3.13) by Lowner-Heinz theorem: 
Pow 
A' > ( A : B ~ A ( ) ~ O ~ + P O P  for X > 1, p 2 1 and any v such that p > v 2 0. (3.13) 
6-noX 
Define h(p,) = (B~A'B+)-O*+~O.. Then f (Alp) = B P ~ ( ~ ) B P  by (3.12), and we have 
The last inequality holds by (3.13) and Lowner-Heinz theorem since aoh$;~$pov E [-I, 01 
by the condition (3.10), and taking inverses. Hence f (A, p) = B ~ h ( p , ) B ~  is decreasing for 
p,2 1- 
Proof of (ii). We recall the following condition on 6, a 0  , Po and p in (ii) : 
for any fixed 6 5 a 0  and p > 1 such that Pop 2 -6. (3.14) 
(3.1) is equivalent to the following (3.15): 
-1  ag B-' > - ( B ~ A - ' B - ~ ) ~ o + @ o  for fixed a 0  2 0 and Po 2 0 with a 0  + Po > 0 (3.15) 
by Lemma F and taking inverses of both sides. We recall that (3.15) just corresponds to  
(3.1). And by Lemma F,  
By applying (i), for any fixed -6 2 - a o ,  f (A,  p) is decreasing for X 2 1 and p 2 1 under 
the condition (3.14) by (3.15) and (3.16), so the proof of (ii) is complete. The equivalence 
relation between (i) and (ii) is obvious by scrutinizing the proof of (i) and (ii). 
Consequently we have finished the proof of Theorem I .  
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume that A and B are both invertible in the proof. In 
the case t = 0, the result follows by [8, Theorem 31, so we have only to  consider the case 
p > t > O .  
Proof of (i). Put  X = A$BPA$. Then X is positive invertible and A 2 (ABxAI): 
by the hypothesis A 2 B 2 0. Put  Po = t E (0,1] and a 0  = p - t 2 0. Then A > 
( A ~ X A ~ ) ~ ,  uo+Po SO that 
holds by Lowner-Heinz theorem. Put r = pPo = pt  2 t and S = q - t. And define 
f (s, p,) = A* (A%xsA%)-6~ItA?? .', then we have 
By using (i) of Theorem 1 since 8 > -Po holds by q > 0, f (s, p) is decreasing for p > 1 
and s 2 1 such that aos > 8, SO that Gp,q,t(A, B, r,  s) is decreasing for r > t and s > 1 
such that (p - t)s > q - t. Hence the proof of (i) is complete. 
Proof of (ii). The condition p > q and r > t - q in (ii) satisfy 6 5 a 0  and Pop > -8 in 
the conditions of (ii) in Theorem 1, so that GPjqlt(A, B ,  r, s) is decreasing for s > 1 and 
r > max{t, t - q) by (ii) of Theorem I and (3.17). The equivalence relation between (i) 
and (ii) follows by Theorem I .  
Hence the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Proof of Corollary 3. We recall the following (3.18) in [4] [9], which is an extension of [I]: 
A >> B holds if and only if AT > (A;BPA~)* for all p 2 0 and r > 0. (3.18) 
(i) ==+ (ii). Assume (i). As (3.18) holds, by (i) of Theorem 1, for any fixed q > 0 
is decreasing for p > I.  and X 2 I such that pX 2 q, that is, for any fixed q 2 0, F,(p, r) 
is decreasing for p > q and r > 0. 
(i) ==+ (iii). In the same way as the proof (i) ==+ (ii) by using (ii) of Theorem 1. 
(ii) ==+ (i). Assume that Fq(p, r) is decreasing for r 2 0. Then Fo(p, 0) > Fo(p, r) holds, 
that is, I > A ~ ( A Z B P A ~ ) * A ~ ,  so that AT > (A; BPA~)*  for all p > 0 and r > 0, 
which is equivalent to A >> B by (3.18). 
(iii) ==+ (i). In the same way as the proof (ii) & (i). 
Hence the proof of Corollary 3 is complete. 
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PARAMETRIZED FURUTA INEQUALITY 
MAEBASHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
EIZABURO KAME1 
1. Introduction.  Ten years ago, Furuta [5] established an interesting operator inequality which is 
an extension of the Lowner-Heinz inequality and is now called the Furuta inequality. Afterward, Furuta 
[7] proposed the grand Furuta inequality which interpolates the E'uruta inequality and the Ando-Hiai 
inequality [I]. It  can be expressed as follows: 
T h e  g rand  Furu ta  inequality: If A 2 B > 0 and A is  invertible, then for each p > 1 and 
O I t I l ,  
holds for r L t and s 2 1. 
Here we used the notaions #, and t], defined for positive operators A and B by 
and #, = t], when a E [O , l ] .  Note that #, is an operator mean in the sense of Kubo-Ando [15] which 
corresponds to the operator monotone function xQ in the Lowner theory. 
In [4,cf.13,14], we tried to approach mean theoretically to the grand Furuta inequality where we 
showed the following inequality which seems to be fundamental in our arguments of the grand Furuta 
inequality. 
Theorem A. If A 2 B > 0, then f o r t  E [ O , l ]  and p 2 1, 
holds for > p and p # t .  
Recently, Furuta-Yamazaki-Yanagida [9,10] proved the following order preserving operator inequality 
which is an extended form of the grand Furuta inequality; the proof is based on elementary calculations 
and clarifies the importance of the Furuta inequality. 
Theorem B. I f  A > B 2 0 and A is  invertible, then for 0 5 t 5 6 5 1 and 6 5 p, 
holds for r >_ t and s > 1. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classi~cat,ion.47A30,47A63 and 47B15. 
Key words and phruses.Positive operators,Operator mean,Lowner-Heinz inequality,Furuta inequality,grand h r u t a  in- 
equality. 
The original proof of this theorem in [7] is somewhat complicated and hard. The proof given in [9] 
is simplified by using the Furuta inequality. In this note, we show Theorem B is more extensible, and 
Theorem A is essential as well as in the preceding proof of [4]. In other words, Theorem A might be 
fundamental among such inequalities of grand Furuta type. 
2. Preliminary. First of all, we recall the Furuta inequality for convenience. Throughout this note, 
a capital letter means a bounded linear operator on a Hilbert space H. An operator A is said to be 
positive ( in symbol: A > 0) if (Ax, x) > 0 for all x E H, and also an operator A is strictly positive (in 
symbol: A > 0) if A is positive and invertible. 
The original form of the Furuta inequality [5] given by Furuta himself is the following(cf.[6]). 
Furuta inequality: If A > B 2 0, 
then for each r 2 0, 
(4) (Ar APAr ) > (A'BPA') 
and 
(4') (B'APB~); 2 (B'BPB')~ 
holds for p and q such that p > 0 and q > 1 with 
( 1 + 2 r ) q > p + 2 r .  I Figure 
As known in [2,3,11,12,13,14], it can be represented in terms of the operator mean #, as follows: 
Satellite theorem of the Furuta inequality: I fA 2 B > 0, then 
(5) u 
P - u  
< B < A < B U # - A P  A # ~ - u B -  - - 
P-u 
for all p >  1 and u 5 0. 
From this point of view, we recently obtained the following extension of a satellite theorem of the 
Furuta inequality [14,cf.3]. 
Theorem C. I f A  2 B > 0, then for eachp 2 0 and u 5 0 w i t h p f  u, 
holds for S E [O, p]. 
In this theorem, the Furuta inequality or the satellite theorem is corresponding to the case of S = 1. 
We note that Furuta [a] recently proposed its generalization of grand Furuta type. 
Cocluding this section, we present a typical role of Theorem A; the following initial case of the grand 
Furuta inequality has a simple proof based on Theorem A and the Furuta inequality as follows: 
Let B1 = (At B P ) b ,  then A > B 2 B1 by Theorem A. Using the Furuta inequality or (5), we have 
P- t  
B ~ I B ~ ~ B I A  
P--  
for u 5 0 .  Replacing 5 = s and u = -r + t  ( r  > t ) ,  (1)  is obtained. 
3. Results.  To make sure, we give a proof of Theorem A which is different from the one given in [4]. 
Proof  of Theorem A. First of all, we note the following formula which is easily obtained by the 
definition: 
A bQ B = A ( A - ~ ~ - ~  B ) A  for  A, B > 0 .  
In the first case of 1 < 2 2; 
Hence we have (At  t ] -  BP)$  < B _< A. 
P - t  
As the second case, we choose Dl; 1 5 _< 2. Then for A and Bl = (At b E  BP) b ,  we can repeat 
P - t  
similar calculations as follows; 
So we have (At b w  B P ) ~  5 (At BPI$ _< B 5 A by the LGwner-Heinz inequality. 
P - t  P - t  
The third case, we choose a; 1 < _< 2, and repeating the above method, we can attain the conclu- 
sion. 
Remark .  By this proof, we can see at  the same time the operator functionf (P) = (At be BPI$  
P-t  
being monotone decreasing for /? > p. 
Theorem B is not only an extension but also a good explanations of the grand F'uruta inequality. 
Based on it, we give an extension of Theorem B. As seen in Theorem 1 below, Theorem A looks like a 
starting block and the F'uruta inequality leads us to the goal. 
Theorem 1.  If A 2 B > 0, then 
(7) A" (At p - t  Bp)  5 ( A t t ] e  P-t  B P ) ~  5 B6 _<A6 
holds f o r 0  < t < 6 < 1, 6 < p <  P , p # t  and u 5 0 .  
At first, we give a direct proof of this theorem by using Theorem A. 
Proof  of T h e o r e m  1. Let A. = A6, Bo = B6,to = = g and Po = f, then A. > Bo and 
0 < to 5 1 < po 5 Po. Using Theorem A, we have 
that is, 
By putting Al = A6 > Bl = (At b e ; l  B P ) ~ ,  111 = $ 5 0 and pl = $ 2 1, the F'uruta inequality or (5) 
P-t 
says 
A:' By' 5 B1 5 Al. 
P l - U l  
Melting this, we have the conclusion. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is very short but Theorem 1 is an extension of Theorem B. As a matter of 
fact, it is rephrased by the same formula as that of Theorem B: 
T h e o r e m  1'. If A 2 B 2 0 and A is invertible, then for 0 < t 5 6 5 1 and 6 5 p, 
holds for r > t and s 2 1. 
In the remainder, we discuss some results around Theorem 1. In the conditions of Theorem 1, we can 
loosen 6 more freely as follows: 
T h e o r e m  2. If A > B > 0, then 
(8) A" HE (At \ p-t BP) < (At p-t Bp) % 
f o r O < t 5 1 < p L P ,  p f t ,  u < O a n d 6 € [ O , P ] .  
Proof.  By Theorem A, we have (At bp-t B P ) ~  < B 5 A. Applying Theorem C to A and B1 = 
P-t 
(At B P ) j ,  we have A" # . 5 - ~  B; 5 B;, that is, 
P-t  P-u 
In the preceding note (141, we have shown the following as a little extension of the grand Furuta 
inequality which is now a corollary of this theorem. 
Corol lary 3. If A > B > 0, then 
(9) A" H z  (At be;. P-: Bp) 5 (At P-t Bp)S 5 B~ A6 
for 0 < t 5 15 p 5 p,  p #  t ,  u 5 0 and 6 E [O,l]. 
If we choose 6 = 1, then we have the following which is an extennsion of (1). 
Corollary 4. If A 2 B > 0, then 
Concluding this note, we return to Theorem 1; we give another proof of Theorem 1 by using Corollary 
4: 
I f 0  < 6 I  1, thenA6 > B6 a n d o < :  5 1 5  f < {,; 5 0 .  Let Al =A6,B1 = B6, t l  = = 
$, P1 = and ul  = f , then they satisfy the conditions of Corollary 4. So we have 
A;l HI-"+ (A? b- Bfl)  I (A? b- ~ ~ 1 ) b i  < Bl 5 Al. 
I -=1 P I - t l  PI -t1 
Rewriting this, we can obtain Theorem 1. 
Very recently, Furuta has pointed out in our private communication that Theorem 2 is improvable as 
follows: 
Theorem 2'. If A 2 B > 0, then 
(8) A" fls (At b e ; .  P-t Bp) < ( A ~  b E  P-t Bp)S 
f o r O _ < t  < p _ < P ,  u s 0  and 6€[O,P]. 
Proof. We have only to show the case of 0 5 t < p 5 1. In this case, we can apply Theorem A to  
AP > BP > 0 and have 
Let A1 = AP, B1 = (At b E  BP) 5 and 2~1 = 2, 61 = 6, pl = P .  Then Theorem C says 
P-t  P P P 
AY1 fl- Bfl  5 B ~ I  
PI -*I 
Rewriting this, we have the conclusion. 
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THE WIELANDT THEOREM: 
SIMPLE PROOFS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
1. Introduction. 
This is a joint work with Y.Katayama and R.Nakamoto. 
Throughout this note, an operator means a bounded linear operator acting on a Hilbert 
space H. If H is finite dimensional, then an operator is a matrix whose entries are complex 
numbers. An operator A is positive if (Ax, x) 2 0 for all x E H, and the positivity induces 
the order A 2 B by A - B 2 0. 
In our recent works [2,3,4,6], we discuss the Kantorovich inequality: If a positive operator 
A on H satisfies 0 < m < A < M for some m < M, then 
for all unit vectors x E H. Related to this, we pay attention to  the Wielandt theorem, 
which is regarded as an improvement of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, see [5; 7.4.341- 
The Wielandt theorem. If 0 < m < A < M ,  then 
for every orthogonal pair x and y. 
Following after Turing [7], the condition number of an invertible operator A is defined by 
K(A) = IIAIIIIA-lII, SO that n = $ might be a generalized condition number of a positive 
operators with 0 < m < A < M ,  cf. 141. Putting the angle 8 by cot = f i, we have 
cos 6 = and so (1) is rephrased a s  
for every orthogonal pair x and y, where B = A; is the square root of A, see [5, 7.4-321. 
On the other hand, Bauer and Householder generalized the Wielandt theorem to  the case 
where vectors x and y are not orthogonal; the following theorem is essentially due to them 
[I; Theorem 111: 
The Bauer-Householder theorem. If 0 < m 2 A < M and x, y are unit vectors, then 
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where 1 3  = 1V(1+ 1 (x, y) 1) and 7% = m(1- [(x, y) I). 
2. Simple proofs. Inspired by a proof of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with the use 
of the discriminant, we have the first proof of the Wielandt theorem: 
Proof 1. Suppose that IIxII = llyll = 1 and (x, y) = 0. By the assumption m 5 A I M ,  we 
have 
(3) + z ~ 1 1 2  < (A(x + 'y), + ~ y )  _< + z ~ ] 1 2  
for all z E C. We may assume that (Ay,x) 2 0 and so (3) holds for all z E R. Then it 
follows that 
and 
(5) z 2 ( ~  - (Ay, y)) + 2z(Ay, x) + M - (AX, x) 1 0 
for all z E R. Calculating (4) x M + (5) x m, we have 
(6) z2(M - m)(Ay, y) + 2z(M + m)(Ay,x) + ( M  - ~ ) ( A x , x )  2 o 
for all z E R, so that - 
( M  + ~ ) ' ( A Y ,  2)' 5 ( M  - m)'(Ax, x ) ( ~ y ,  y) 
by taking the discriminant of (6), and as desired. 
The second one is along with the proof stated in Horn-Johnson's text [5; 7-4-26], but the 
Poincare separation theorem is cleared by an operator theoretic method: 
Proof 2. Also suppose that llxll = llyll = 1 and (x, y) = 0. Put the 2 x 2 matrix 
Then m 5 C < M because 11 (;) 11 = llax + = 1 and 
Hence the spectrum {a ,  b) of C is contained in [m, MI. 
The second half is the same as the proof of [5; 7.4.261; we sketch it for the sake of 
completeness. Since 
I(AY,x)~' - 4 det C >-- 4 det C - 4ab 1 - (Ax, x)(Ay, y) (tQ2 - ((Ax, x) - (AY, y)l2 - (trc)' (a + bl2 ' 
we have 
by the monotone increase of the function s. 
The second proof gives us a simple proof of the Bauer-Householder theorem, which is 
due to a kind suggestion of the referee. For this, the following lemma is needed; it is an 
extension of the first half in Proof 2. 
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T H E  WIELANDT THEOREM: SIMPLE PROOFS AND GENERALIZATIONS 
Lemma 1. If 0 < m 5 A 5 1VI and 
for given unit vectors x and y, then the spectrum a (C)  of C is contained in the interval 
[ ( I  - t ) m ,  ( I  + t )  MI, where t = 1 ( x ,  y )  I .  
Proof. Let W(A) be the closed numerical range of an operator A on a Hilbert space, i.e., 
the closure of W ( A )  = { ( A x ,  x )  ; llxll = 1, x E H ) .  We first prove that 
for an operator X of a Hilbert space K into H. If X z  = 0, then 0 = ( X * A X z , z )  E 
W ( A ) W ( X * X ) .  If X Z  # 0 and llzll = 1, then 
We here take X = [x ,  y]. Then C = X * A X  and W ( X * X )  = a ( X * X )  = [1 -t, 1 +t] because 
Since a ( C )  5 W(C) in general, we have 
a ( C )  2 W ( X * A X )  C W(A)W(X*X) C [m, M ] [ l -  t ,  1 + t]  = [ ( I  - t)m, (1  + t ) M ] ;  
By using Lemma 1, we can give a simple proof to the Bauer-Householder theorem along 
with Proof 2: 
Proof of the Bauer-Householder theorem. Lemma 1 is corresponding to the first half of 
Proof 2. As in the proof 2, we have 
where a ( C )  = {a ,  6). Since a(C)  [(I - t)m, (1 + t ) M ] ,  it follows that 
where 5 = (1  - t)m and M = (1 + t ) M .  
Remark. For a given invertible operator B ,  if we apply (2) to A = B*B,  then we have the 
original form of [ I ;  Theorem 111. 
3. Generalizations. Based on simple proofs in the preceding section, we can generalize 
the Wielandt theorem without assumption on the orthogonality of vectors. The following 
one corresponds to  Proof 1, in which I(Ay,x)l can be estimated by adding to the term 
2 M m  M+m [(x, y)I; we remark that its coefficient is the harmonic mean of M and m. 
-25- 
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Theorem 1. If 0 < m' 5 A 5 M, then 
for all x,  y E H. 
Corresponding to the second proof of the Wielandt theorem, we have another general- 
ization of it, whose point is the following lemma: 
Lemma 2. Suppose that 0 < m 5 A < M .  For each unit vectors x, y E H, take t 2 0 
satisfying 
I(Ay,x)-t(y,x)l 5 I(Ay,x)-k(y,x)l for  k = m , M  
and put 
T h e n  the spectrum a(Ct) is contained in [m, MI. 
Theorem 3. Notation as in above. T h e n  
Corollary 4. If0 < m 5 A 5 M ,  t hen  the Wielandt inequality 
holds for all x, y E H satisfying Re(Ay, x)(y, x) 5 0. 
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1. Introduction 
A cellular automaton consists of d-dimensional lattice (Zd,  d E N ) ,  and each site takes a state, one of 
a finite set of possible values. The value of each site evolves in discrete time steps and it is determined 
by the previous values of a neighborhood of sites around it. 
Let pd be the set of all configurations : Zd -+ Zip. A map L: pd -+ pd is a transition rule if (1) 
L(0) = 0 ; and (2) there exist vl, . . . , v, E Zd and a map f : (ZIP), -+ Z / p  such that 
(La) (x) = f (a (x + vl) , - - .  , a  (x + v,)) for all x E Zd,  a E pd. (1-1) 
To consider space-time patterns of cellular automata, we shall study the sequence a, La, ~~a = 
L(La), L ~ U ,  . . . . If a is any finite nonzero configuration, for any k, putting a,  La, L ~ U .  . . on (d+l)- 
dimensional lattice in oder, contracting by 1/2'", one obtains Gka as a subset of R~ x [0, 11. S. Willson [3] 
studied when L is linear modulo 2 and showed there exists a stable limit set of G i a  as k -+ ca and the 
limit set is independent of an initial configuration a,  if a is finite and nonzero. S. Takahashi investigated 
the self-similarity for linear cellular automata with p 2 2 in [2], where the limit set of non-zero states or 
each k-state (1 5 k 5 p - 1) is considered as a subset of Rd .  The set theory plays an important role in 
[2] and [3] . However, when p is greater than 3, it is useful to consider a finite-valued function and it may 
be helpful to use the operator theory. 
In this paper, we discuss the behavior of cellular automata by using the operator theory. In section 
2, we introduce the product space n Ek and the operator F;, on it corresponding to L. We consider the 
behavior of F '  as k -+ ca. fithermore we define a quotient space E = n E k /  -- and the operator F;, on 
it and investigate a condition that a PL-invariant set belongs to a certain space. In section 3, we discuss 
the case of linear rules. In section 4, we will consider L is a non-linear rule. We show some conditions 
such that there exists a FL-invariant set. 
2. Operators on the space USC and their limit 
We shall consider cellular automata taking the value 212. A configuration a on Zd is a map a : 
Zd + 212 and Pd is the set of all configurations on Zd. A configuration a is finite provided a(v) = 1 
for only finitely many v. We define two kinds of addition: If a ,  b E P ~  we may define a + b E pd by 
(a + b)(v) = a(v) + b(v) mod 2 for v E Zd .  If x, v E Zd,  we may define the translate of a E pd by v as 
a i v  where (aSv)(x) = a(x - v). For x E Zd,  we define 6, E pd as 
P + '  is the set of all maps w : .Zd x N -+ 212, and P::: is the set of w E P$+' such that w(x, t)  = 0 
for t 2 k. 
GL,k : p:Tk -+ P:;~,, is defined by 
0 < t < 2 " 1  
GL,~w(x ,  t) = (Lt+1-2k~o)(s)  2k 5 t 5 2k+1 - 1 for wa(x) = W(X, 2k - 1). 
2"l < t 
Let USC(Rd x [O,l]) be the set of all upper semi continuous functions g : Rd x [O,1] -+ {0,1). The map 
mk : P:, i u S C ( R ~  x [O, 11) is defined by 
for w E p;"$, where [2kx] = ([2k~1],  [2k~2],  - . -  , [ 2 k ~ n ] )  for x = (XI, 22, - . , xn) and [akxjI means the 
Gauss's symbol. 
Gk : pd -+ USC(R~ x [0, 11) is defined by 
for a E pd. 
Remark 1. If L is linear, then G i  is also linear. 
We define f 2 g for f ,  g E USC(Rd x [0, I]), i f f  (x) 2 g(x) for all x E Rd x [0, 11. Then USC(Rd x [O,l]) 
is a complete lattice [I, chap. 21. For any {fn) C USC(Rd x [0, I]), the relation A:=1 f k  2 
V:=, l\k2n f k  holds. If they are equal we denote them both by limn,, fn  in USC(Rd x [O,l]). 
Remark 2. The existence of lim,,, GEa depends on Land on the initial configuration a. 
In order to investigate the existence of the limit set, we shall consider a product space. Let Ek = 
4k(p$Yk), then Eo C El C Ez C - .  - C USC(Rd x [O,l]). FL,~ : E k  -+ E k + 1  is defined by 
F~,n,(g) = 4k+lG~,k&l(g) for g E E k  
Let n Ek be the product space of { E k )  and E, = {{gk) E n Ek13 limk,, gk in USC(Rd x [O,l])). The 
following relation holds: 
E k  
F L , ~  
Ek+1 
mk T Trnk+. 
& : n El, -+ n Ek is defined by 
where 
The distance d(g, h) between g = {gk) and h = {hk) E n Ek is defined by 
where 
For C n Ek with gn = {g;lk, we shall define limn,, gn in n E k  by h E n EI, if limn,, d(fn, h) = 
0. The following theorem holds. 
Theorem 1. The following statements hold : 
(a) FL is a contraction on the metric space Ha := {g = {gk) E Ek (go = qjo(a)) for any finite and 
nonzero a E p d .  
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(b) There exists limn,, e i j  in n Ek for any ij E n Ek. 
(c) limn,, e i j  i n  IT Ek is  fi - invariant. 
(d) The following (d-1) and (d-2) are equivalent for finite and nonzero a E Pd: 
(d-1) There exists limn,, G i a  i n  uSC(Rd  x [O,l]). 
(d-2) limn,, qij in Ek belongs to E, for ij = {q5o(a), 0, 0, . . . ). 
Since there isn't a one-to-one correspondence between the set {limn,,GZa ( a E Pd) and the set 
{h E Em I ij = {q5o(a), O,0, . - . ) such that h = limn,, FFij), we consider a quotient space. We define 
the following equivalence relation. The equivalence relation " N " for ij = {gk), h = {hk) E nEk is 
defined by 
lim gk = lim hk in USC(R~ x [0, I]), 
k+oo k-+ca 
(2.2) 
g k = h k  forall kE{O,1,2, . - . ) .  
Let E = n E k /  - be a quotient space, n : n El, -+ E be the canonical quotient map. Because ij w h 
implies F'ij FLh, we can define a map FL : E -+ E by 
n E~ 9 
3. Linear rules 
In this section we show that there exists limn,, Gza in USC(R1 x [O,l]) for Land the limit set is 
independent of an initial configuration a. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a linear modulo 2 and d = 1. Then for a finite nonzero confisuration a E P1 
there exists a limit set limn,, Gza  in USC(R1 x [0, I]), which is  independent of a .  
Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1. Suppose a map G i  : P1 + USC(R1 x [O,l]) is defined by the equation (2.1) and a E P1 is  
finite and nonzero. Then the following are true : 
00 03 
( 4  A V Gk (60) = V Gk (a); 
n=l k > n  n=l k > n  
M 03 
(b) V /\ Gk (60) = V /\ G i  (a); 
n=l k > n  n=l k > n  
The next theorem follows from Theorem l(c) and Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let L be linear modulo 2 and d = 1 and ij = {gk) E Ek .  I f  go E USC(R1 x [O, 11) has a 
compact support and nonzero, then there exists limn,, f i g  in Ek and it belongs to  E m .  
The next theorem follows from Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. Let L be linear modulo 2 and d = 1. 
(a) The &-invariant set in x(E,) consists of one element 72. 
(b) For any g = {gk} E n Ek, there exists the limit set limn,, p; ( ~ g ) ,  which is equal to  h in (a), 
if go # 0 has a compact support. 
4. Non-linear rules 
Consider a transition rule L:P1 P1 mod 2 as follows: 
that is, Lo is linear and L1 and L2 are non-linear. Let A = {i I ai # O), B = {(i, j )  I Pi,j # O), 
C = {(il, i2, i2) I 7ilri2,i3 # O}, then we can rewrite 
Let & = {$O(hO), 0,0, . . - )  E n Ek. We shall investigate conditions of L and an initial configuration go 
such that lim,,, Cng in n Ek belongs to E, for g = {$0 (go), 0,0, . . . ). 
We define 
k 
m(b) = nk . q for b = x S n j . ,  E V, and 
j=O 
Proposition 1. The following statements hold. 
(1) If L is linear, for n E N, a E F1 
(2) Suppose C = 0 for C in (4.1). If there is  q 2 2 such that 
(i) kl , k2 E A implies ql (vk, - vk2), 
(ii) (i, j )  E B implies 0 < Ivi - vjI < q, 
then  
Lngo(x) = Lggo(x) holds for any x E 2, n E N, go E V,. 
Theorem 5 follows from Proposition 1 and Theorem 3. 
Theorem 5. Suppose a transition rule L is  defined by (4.1) and satisfies the following properties: 
There is  q 1 2 such that 
(i) kl, kz E A implies ql(vkl - vk,); 
(ii) (i, j )  E B implies 0 < Ivi - vjI < q; 
(iii) C = 0. 
Then there exists h E r(E,) such that limn,, ~ ~ ( r i j )  = h holds for any ij = {q50(g0), 0,0,.  . . ) with 
go EV,. 
Lemma 2. Let L satisfy the following properties: 
(a) There is  q 2 2 such that 
ql(vjl+l - vjo (1 5 1 5 M - I ) ,  
where A = {jl, . . . , jM} (jl < . . . < jM); 
(b) B = {(i, j )  I v; = vj - 1 for j E {jz,. . - ,jM)} ;
(c) C = 0. 
I f  c E W, then LC = Lo61 + ~ 2 ; )  b-vjl+t holds. 
Proposition 2. Let Lsatisfy the same conditions as in Lemma 2. If go = b + (cjm(b)) for c E W ,  
b E Vq, then 
We define the set J by 
J = {go 1 90 = b + (c%m(b)) for c E W, b E V,). 
Theorem 6 follows from Proposition 2 and Theorem 3. 
Theorem 6. Suppose a transition rule L is  defined by (4.1) and satisfies the following properties: 
(a) There is  q 2 2 such that 
+ - f o r 1 5 1 5 M - 1 ,  
where A= {jl, - . -  , jM) (A < .  . . < jM); 
(b) B = {(i, j )  1 vi = vj - 1 for 3 E {j2, - . - , j ~ } }  ; 
Then there exists h E r(E,) such that limn,, F;(rij) = h holds for any ij = {q50(g0), 0,0, - .  . ) with 
90 E J .  
We investigate the most simplest non-linear rule which contains the triadic term. We consider the 
conditions for and L such that limn,, F i ( r i j )  exists and it belongs to h E r(E,), when the rule 
satisfies vl = - r ,  vz = -r + 1, - .  . , vzr+l = r .  
Lemma 3. Let a E p1 be finite and nonzero. Suppose a transition rule L is  defined by  (4.1) and satisfies 
the following properties: 
(a) A = {1,2r + 1); 
(c) C = { ( l , r + l , 2 r + l ) ) .  
Then 
( i )  I f  a ( x ) a ( x  + r + 27-1) = 0 for any 1 E NU ( 0 )  and any x E Z, then 
Lna(x )Lna(x  + r + 27-1) = 0 (n E N, I E N U  ( 0 ) ) .  
(ii) If there is M E N such that 
then 
L k a ( x ) ~ % ( x  + r + 221) = o ( k  5 M ,  o s 1 2 M - k ) .  
Proposition 3. Suppose a transition rule L is defined by (4.1) and satisfies the same conditions as in 
Lemma 3. Let a E P1 be finite and nonzero. The following are equivalent: 
(i) a ( x ) a ( x  + r + 27-1) = 0 holds for any 1 E N U  { 0 ) ,  any x E 2. 
(ii) Lna = L t a  holds for any n E N. 
Thorem 7 follows from Proposition 3 and Theorem 3. 
Theorem 7. Suppose a transition rule L is defined by (4.1) and satisfies the following properties: 
( a )  A =  { 1 , 2 r + l ) ;  
(b) B = ( ( 1 ,  r + 1 ) )  or B = { ( r  + 1,2r + 1 ) ) ;  
( c )  C = { ( l , r + 1 , 2 r + l ) ) .  
Let go E 'P1 be finite and nonzero. If go(x)go(x  + r + 27-1) = 0 for any 1 E NU ( 0 )  and any x E 2, then 
there exists h E n(E,) such that limn,, Fz (n i j )  = h. 
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Perfectness  of Conelike *-Semigroups in Qk 
By KATSUYOSHI NISHIO and NOBUHISA SAKAKIBARA of Hitachi 
Abstract. Let S be an abelian *-semigroup in Q ~ .  We give a sufficient condition for every 
positive definite function on S to have a unique representing measure on the dual semigroup 
of S (i.e. S is perfect). To characterize perfectness for any abelian *-semigroup is a chal- 
lenging, but not yet generally solved problem. In this paper, we characterize the structure of 
involutions on an abelian *-semigroup which is a subset of Qk, and show that any conelike 
*-semigroups in Qk are perfect. 
1. Prel iminar ies  
Let S = (S, +, *) denote an abelian *-semigroup with the identity 0, i.e. S is an abelian 
semigroup with the identity 0, and equipped with an involution *, being a map from S to 
S such that (s + t)* = s* + t* and (s*)* = s for s, t E S. A complex-valued function p on 
S is called a semicharacter if it satisfies 
(i) ~ ( 0 )  = 1 1  
(ii) p(s + t) = p(s)p(t) for s, t E S, 
- 
(iii) p(s*) = p(s) for s E S. 
The set of all semicharacters is denoted by S*. We equip S* with the topology of pointwise 
convergence. Then S* is a topological semigroup under pointwise multiplication with 
involution p H 7 and the identity 1. S* is called the dual semigroup of S. Since CS is 
completely regular and S* is a closed subset of CS, S* is a completely regular space. A 
complex-valued function p on S is called positive definite if for any s l ,  sa, . . - , s, E S and 
C 1 , C 2 , . . -  ,C, E C 
n 
The set of all regular Bore1 measures on S* is denoted by M+(S*). Let E+(S*) denote 
the set of measures p E M+(S*) such that 
1. * Ip(s)ldp(p) < cm for s E S. 
1991 M a t h e m a t i c s  S u b j e c t  C las s i f i ca t i on .  Primary 43A35, 44860. 
I i e y w o r d s  an,d phrases .  Perfect, conelike, *-semigroup, positive definite, moment. 
A complex-valued function p on S is called a moment function if there exists a measure 
p E E+(S*) such that 
P 
and p is called a representing measure for p. Every moment function is positive definite, 
and every bounded positive definite function on S is a moment function whose representing 
measure is unique (see [5, Theorem 2.11). But a positive definite function is not necessarily 
a moment function (see [I, Theorem 4]), and a representing measure is not necessarily 
unique if any (cf. [4], [8]). So an abelian *-semigroup S is called perfect if every positive 
definite function on S is a moment function with a unique representing measure on S*. 
Example. The following are examples of perfect *-semigroups: 
(i) Abelian *-semigroups with finite elements, in particular, the trivial semigroup (0). 
(ii) Abelian groups with the group involution s* = -s (by Bochner's Theorem). 
(iii) The abelian semigroup Q+ of nonnegative rational numbers with the identical invo- 
lution (see [2], Proposition 6.5.6). 
(iv) The abelian semigroup Q with the identical involution (see [Z], Proposition 6.5.10). 
Perfect *-semigroups have some useful properties: 
(1) Let {S,), be a countable family of abelian *-semigroups Then the direct sum 
00 
@ S, := {(sl ,  SZ , .  . )  ( S, E S,, s, = 0 eventually) 
n = l  
is perfect if and only if every S, is perfect (see [2], Note VI) . 
(2) Any *-homomorphic image of a perfect *-semigroup is perfect (see [2], Theorem 6.5.5). 
(3) A a-subsemigroup T of an abelian *-semigroup S is said to have the ideal property if 
~ + S : = { ~ + S I S E S } C T  foral l  t ET\{O).  
Any *-subsemigroup with the ideal property of a perfect *-semigroup is perfect (see [GI, 
Theorem). 
(4) An abelian *-semigroup S is called *-divisible if every s E S can be written in the form 
s = mt + nt* for some t E S and nonnegative integers m, n with m + n 2 2. If a 
countable abelian *-semigroup S is *-divisible, then S is perfect (cf. [3], Theorem 4). 
Using the properties (1) and (2), we have the following, which is a basic tool for our 
discussions. 
Proposition 1.1. Let S be an abelian *-semigroup with 0, and S,, n 2 1, abelian *- 
subsemigroups of S .  If every S, is perfect and S = UrZl S,, then S is perfect. 
Proof. By the property (I), we have that $rzl S, is perfect. Let h : Sn 4 S be 
the *-homomorphism defined by 
The assumption S = Ur=l Sn implies that h is onto. By the property (2), we have that S 
is perfect. 
Definition. Let S be an abelian *-semigroup which is a subset of Qh ,  k 2 1. S is called 
conelike if for every s E S there is a nonnegative rational number a!(s) such that a s  E S 
for all rational numbers a! 2 a ( s )  (cf. [7 ] ) .  
Throughout this paper, the composition on abelian *-semigroups in Qk is the ordinary 
addit ion. 
2. Auxiliary Results 
In this section, firstly, we consider a conelike subsemigvoup of Q k ,  L 2 1, with the 
identical involution. Next we consider a conelike *-subsemigroup of Q2 with the involution 
(p, q)* = (p, -q).  The following Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 are special cases of 
our main result (Theorem 3.2), and indispensable results to proving Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 2.1. Let S be a conelike subsemigroup of Qh,  k 2 - 1, with the identical 
involution. T h e n  S is perfect. 
Proof. Firstly let us prove theorem for b = 1. If Sn(Q+\{O)) # 0 and Sn(-Q+\{O)) # 0, 
then S = Q. By Example (iv), S is perfect. Then we may assume S C Q+. Since S is 
conelike, there is a number a E Q+ such that [a, co) n Q+ c S.  Define the countable set 
and the semigroup 
Sx := (x) U (Q+ + a) for x E X, 
where (x) is the semigroup generated by x and Q+ + a = { T  E Q+ I r 2 a). Then every 
S, is perfect. In fact, put 
and y = a - nox for some no E N, then (Q+ + y) U (0) is perfect by Example (iii) and the 
property (3). Since the subsemigroup (Q+ + (y + x)) U (0, x )  of (Q+ + y) U (0) has the 
ideal property, (Q+ + (y + x)) U (0 ,  x) is perfect. Then we see by iteration that 
is perfect. In addition, we note that S = Uxtx Sx and {Sz)xEX is a countable family. 
Hence S is perfect by Proposition 1.1. 
Next let us prove theorem for k 2 2. Define the relation = on S \ (0) as follows: 
s t :* there exists r E Q \ (0) such that s = rt .  
Then clearly r is an equivalence relation. Let {S,), be a family of equivalence classes of 
S \ (0) under E. For every a!, T, := S, U (0) is a conelike semigroup. Since T, can be 
identified with a conelike subsemigroup of Q, it follows that T, is perfect. Furthermore, 
{T,), is a countable family and S = U, T,. Therefore S is perfect by Proposition 1.1. 13 
Proposition 2.2. Let S be a conelike *-subsemigroup o f  (Q2 ,  +, (p ,  q)* = ( p ,  - q ) ) .  Then 
S  is perfect. 
Proof. In case that S c Q  x ( 0 )  (resp. S  c ( 0 )  x Q ) ,  S is perfect by Proposition 2.1 (resp. 
Example (ii)). In case that S is not contained in any half-plane of R 2 ,  the conelikeness of 
S implies that S = Q2. Since ( Q k ,  +, *), I, 2 - 1, with general involution is perfect by the 
property ( 4 ) ,  S is perfect. Accordingly we may assume S c Q+ x Q ,  furthermore, we may 
assume S n ( ( 0 )  x Q )  = ( (0 ,O)) .  Because if S  n ( ( 0 )  x Q )  # ( ( 0 ,  0 ) ) ,  then the conelikeness 
of S implies that S n ( ( 0 )  x Q )  = ( 0 )  x Q. By Example (ii), ( 0 )  x Q  is perfect. We note 
that ( 0 )  x Q  is a face of S ,  i.e. 
s + t  E ( 0 )  x Q a n d s , t    simply that s , t  ~ ( 0 )  x Q. 
Since S is perfect if and only if ( 0 )  x Q  and ( S  \ ((0)  x Q ) )  U ( ( 0 ,  0 ) )  are perfect by [ 6 ,  
Theorem 2.11, it suffices to prove that S is perfect when S  c Q+ x Q  and S n ( ( 0 )  x Q )  = 
( (0 ,O)) .  For every r  E Q+ \ {O), 
is a conelike *-subsemigroup of S and S = UTEB+,{Oj S T .  By Proposition 1.1, it suffices 
to prove that every ST is perfect. Furthermore, since we take only r  such that { ( p ,  q )  E 
S  1 q  = rp)  # { ( 0 , 0 ) ) ,  we may assume that { ( p ,  q )  E S  I q = r p )  # ( (0 ,O)) .  To finish the 
proof we may make use of the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.3. Let r  E Q+ \ (01, and define two abelian *-subsemigroups S , T  o f  
( Q 2 ,  +, (P, q)* = ( P ,  - q ) )  b y  
If W is an abelian *-subsemigroup o f  S  containing T ,  then W is perfect. 
Proof. W* is topological semigroup isomorphic to T*. In fact, T* \ { l { o l )  is topological 
semigroup isomorphic to { p  E S* I p l ~  # l Io) )  (see [ 6 ] ,  p.214). Moreover p E S* and 
PIT = is only 1 1 ~ )  E S*. Because, since for every s E S  \ T there exists n  E N such 
that  n ( s  + s*) E T ,  
0  = p(n(s + s*) )  
= p(s + s * ) ~  
i.e. ~ ( s )  = 0  for every s  E S\T. Therefore T* \ {lCo)) is topological semigroup isomorphic 
to S* \ { l { o l ) .  Since T c W c S and T* \ { l { o ) )  S' S* \ {l{o)), W*\ { l { o ) )  is topological 
semigroup isomorphic to  T* \ {l{ol}. Corresponded I{,) in W* to l Io)  in T*, we obtain 
that W* is topological semigroup isomorphic to T* . Let f denote the topological semigroup 
isomorphism from W* to T* such that f (u) = U I T ,  u E W*. 
Let p  be a positive definite function on W with p(0) = 1. Since r  + r* + T c W for 
each r  E W \ {0 ) ,  p(r + T* + .) becomes a positive definite function on T .  Since S is perfect 
by the property (4), T is perfect by (3) .  Then there exists a unique measure p, E E+(T*) 
such that P 
Let p, E M+(W*) be the image measure defined by p, := p,I-' .  Since p(0) = 1, positive 
definiteness of p implies that the kernel function 
is positive definite on T x T .  In other words, for any t l ,  t2 ,  . . . , tn E T and c l ,  c2, . . - , cn E 
C, it holds that 
Define, for each t  E T ,  the function xt : u H u(t) on W*. Then the mapping xt p(r+t), 
for all t  E T ,  can be extended to a bounded linear functional on L2(W*, P,) with norm 
- - 
< - 1. Hence there exists an h, E L2(W', P,) such that Jw* lhT (u)I2dPr (u)  5 1 and 
In particular , 
p(r  + 9'* + t )  = 
/w * ( t )  U )  ( u )  d ( u )  
t E T.  
Let h, be the function in L2(T*, p,) defined by h,(f ( a ) )  := X, (g ) ,  u E W*. Then 
By (2.1) and (2 .2 ) ,  we obtain two signed representing measures p, and f -l ( p )  ( r )  h, ( p ) p ,  of 
the moment function p(r + r* +t).  Since for every r E W \ ( 0 )  there exists n E N such that 
2 n ( ~  +r*) E T and P,(T*) < m, we have f - l ( ~ ) ( r ) h ,  ( ~ ) , u ,  E E(T*). Then, by perfectness 
. . ,  . . .  . 
of T, these two signed measures must coincide with each other (see [2, Proposition 6.5.21). 
-. 
This implies that u(r) h ,  (u)  = a on W* , so 
( ) , ( )  = 1 pT-a.e. on W*. 
Hence the measure p, is concentrated on G, := {u E W* I u(r)  # 0}, which is an open 
subset of W*. Note that UTEw\IolGT = W* \ {lCoI}. 
Let T, T' E W \ (0). Since both I f - '  (p)(r1) 12pT, 1f -' (p) (~ )1~p , ,  E E(T*)  are repre- 
senting measures of cp(r + r' + r* + r'* + .), we obtain, again by perfectness of T, that 
If-1(P) ( r ' )12aT - = If-'(p)(r)1?,/, i.e. I U ( ~ ' ) ~ ~ ~ T  = on w*. Hence, by (2.3), 
the measures 1 h, (u) I2pT and 1 h , ~  (g) I2pT/ coincide with each other on G,+,, = G, n G,, . 
Therefore we can define a measure ji on W* by 
(cf. [2, Theorem 2.1.181). Obviously, g is concentrated on W* \ {l~ol} and satisfies 
Next we show that p(W*) 1. Since cp is a positive definite function on W and 
cp(0) = 1, the kernel function 
is positive definite on W x W, i.e. for any w1, w2, . . -  , w, E W\{O) and cl,c2, . . .  , cn E C 
This means that the mapping X ,  H cp(w), for all w E W \ {O), can be extended to 
a bounded linear functional on L2(W*,F) with norm < 1. Hence there exists an x E 
L ~ ( W * ,  p) such that Jw* lx(~)1~d;(u) $ 1  and 
Let p E M+(T*) be the image measure defined by p := Ff . Then, by (2.4) and (2.5), 
for t E T, w E W \ {O}. Note that f - l ( p ) ( w ) ~ ,  f-l(p)(w)x(f-l(p))p E E(T*). By 
- 
perfectness of T, f - ' ( p ) ( ~ ) ~  = f - ' ( p ) ( u ~ ) ~ ( f - ~ ( ~ ) )  on T*, i.e. u(w)p = o(w)h(c~)p on 
- - 
W*. Then ji = h (u )p  on G,, w E W \ (0). Hence h(u) = 1 j7-a.e. on W*, and 
Put i7 := + (1 - jG(W*))stlt,}~ E E+ (W*), where stlto}} denotes the Dirac measure a t  
the point Then we obtain an integral representation 
Finally, uniqueness of the representing measure of cp follows from perfectness of T. Hence 
W is perfect. 
3. Main Theorems 
Let S be an abelian *-semigroup, which is a subset of Q'", k 2 1. The following theorem 
gives the structure of involutions on S, where (T, +, E )  means the abelian *-semigroup T 
with involution t* = Et .  
Theorem 3.1. For every abelian *-semigroup (S, +, *) in Q'", there exis-t an abelian *- 
semigroup T in some Qm and a diagonal matrix E = diag{el, ~ 2 ,  - .. , E,), where Ei = 1 
or -1, such that (S, +, *) is *-isomorphic to (T, +, E). 
Proof. In the following 0'" will be recognized as a k-dimensional linear space over the scalar 
field Q. Let LinS denote the linear subspace spanned by S and take (7.1, s.2, - .  - , rm) as 
basis of LinS consisting of elements in S .  Then it is easily seen that {r;, r;, . . - , T;) is 
also a basis of LinS. Let A be the linear transformation on LinS determined by r;* = Ari, 
I I - i I - m. Then we can show that 
(i) for each s E S, s* = As, (ii) = I(identity). 
In fact, for each s E S, there exist n,  n l ,  n2, . , nm E Z such that 
As a little manipulation of the equation implies 
ns* = nlrT + n2r; + - - - + nmrk,  
we have 
nAs = Ans = A(nlrl + n2r2 + . . + nmrm) 
= nl  Arl + n2Ar2 + - - - + nmArm 
= nlrT + n2r; + - .  - + nmrL 
= ns*. 
Hence (i) holds. (ii) follows from 
Now put P := (I + A)/2, then (ii) implies P2 = P, that is P is a projection onto r a n P  
along kerP. Therefore 
LinS = kerP i ranP  = kerP i ker(I - P) = ker(I + A) 4- ker(I - A). 
If we take a basis of each of subspaces ker(I + A) and ker(I - A), the summand is a basis 
of LinS consisting of eigenvect ors to eigenvalues 1 or - 1. Thus, there exist t 1, t - - , tm E 
LinS such that 
At;=e;t ; ,  l _ I i S m ,  
where e; = 1 or -1. Now define W as the non-singular linear transformation from LinS 
onto Qm satisfying 
e; = Wti,  1s i 2 m, 
where {el, e2, - 0  . , em) means the canonical basis of Qm, and define T = WS,  the image 
of S by W .  Then 
Let E be the matrix representing WAWY1 with respect to the basis {el ,  e2, . . .  , em). 
Then the above equality yields that E = diag(el, e2, . - .  , cm). TO complete the proof it 
remains to  show that (S, +, *) is *-isomorphic to  (T, +, E )  by W.  To this end, let s E S 
and t = Ws. Then 
Ws* = WAS = WAW-lt = E t  = EWs ,  
which ensures to  preserve *-structures between S and T. This completes the proof. 
Finally we can prove that any conelike *-semigroups with general involution in Qk are 
perfect. 
Theorem 3.2. Let S be a conelike *-semigroup with general involzltion, which is a subset 
of Q k ,  k 2 1. Then S is perfect. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, there exist a conelike *-semigroup T in some Qm and a diagonal 
matrix E = diag{el, e2, - .  . , em), where E; = 1 or -1, such that (S, +, *) is *-isomorphic 
to (T, +, E). We note that (S, +, *) is perfect if and only if (T, +, E) is perfect by the 
property (2). Then we will show that the conelike *-semigroup (T, +, E )  is perfect by 
induction on m. 
When m = 1, the involution on T is identical involution or group involution. By 
Proposition 2.1 or Example (ii), T is perfect. When m = 2, it suffices to prove that 
(T, +, diag{l, -1)) is perfect, which is proved by Proposition 2.2. Now assume that The- 
orem 3.2 is valid for 1 2 m 5 n - 1, n 2 3, and T = (T, +, E )  is a conelike *-semigroup, 
which is a subset of Qn. From n 2 3 at least two of ei's are the same signature. Therefore 
it suffices to prove that (T, +, diag{el , ~ 2 ,  ~ 3 ,  . . , E,)) is perfect when ~1 = ~ 2 .  Define the 
relation - on T \ (0) as follows: 
( s 1 , s 2 , - - -  ,s,) - ( t l , t 2 ,  . . .  , t n )  :@ there exists r E Q \  (0) such that ( ~ 1 , s ~ )  = r ( t l , t2) .  
Then - is an equivalence relation. Let {S,), be a family of equivalence classes of T \ (0) 
under -. For every a,  T, := S, U (0) is a conelike *-subsemigroup of T. We can identify 
T, with the following conelike *-semigroup in Qn-l: 
{(~~,S~,...,S~)EQ~-~I(SI,S~,...,~~)ET,) i f s l f o ;  
{(s2, s3, - . -  , s,) E Qn-' I ($1, s 2 ,  - .  - , s,) E T,) if s1 = 0. 
Then every T, is perfect by the assumption of induction. Furthermore, {T,}, is a count- 
able family and T = U, T, . Therefore T is perfect by Proposition 1.1. 
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A Hlawka type inequality and its converse 
Lb%A a I: g@$B@! (Sin-Ei Takahasi) 
h+MIA a )B$&I PiJ@'B l$J (Yoshiaki Okazaki) 
hBJ Lh!%?fi J 1 f $ % l  &@$%m(Yasuji Takahashi) 
Abstract. A Hlawka type inequality on a Banach space and its converse 
are introduced and the best constant is given in case of a Hilbert space. 
n@fE;Euclid%M Rn D ~ % ~ D ~ x , y ,  z IZ$f LT,  %IT 
~ X + Y ~ + ~ Y + Z J + ~ Z + X ~ S ~ X I + I Y I + I ~ I + ~ X + Y + Z ~  
73s a 5 *9, z hjfisg < 62'13~ Hlawka T$$& (cf. [ I ] )  Ti6 6 d;, z ;h t 3 i Z ~ D  
(+$Is) Hilbert g M H  IZ$f L T % @  !Ie 9 ~  k ~ % U 6 ; h T b \ 6 .  %kt3 [4] IZ%b\ 
T, ~anach?$jElX&u#$% s , r > 1  d ~ 9 k ! 3 h k k 3 ,  X G I ) { Z ~ D Z X , ~ , Z I Z $ ~ L  
T Hlawka @+%& 
( l x + y ~ + l y + z y  + lZ+X[  )" 1 C  i ~ X ~ + ~ Y I ' + ~ Z ~ + ~ X + ~ + Z ~  
as& 0 &qs%s@k c=  c( s ,  @%& L8 5 & Z % l ~ 9 b ' T ~  
i"' 
C(S, I ;  X )  s 2'-'lr - 3'Is , C(S, r; 4:) = 2l-'Ir 3'ls (3 s n s 00) 
73f& 5 3 t 9  t 2, &Ti8 X jt): Hilbert GPdT& 6 2 3. &ds% 0 $ E 9  Z 2 %% L7c0 
Theorem 1. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then 
(i) C(s, r ; H )  =21-21' for 2 s s < m , L s r < m .  
s - 1  
(ii) qS, r;IP) = 21-21'. 311s-112 for 1 s s s 2 s r < m .  
(iii) ~ ( s , r ; ~ ) = 2 . 3 ' " ( 3 ' + 3 ) - " '  for 1 s s s r s 2 .  
%k 13, Ir D~!?FE~'JE&%%??~~ 92 0. Banach XEZT'E% s, r r 1 d$%k 
b h k  k 3,  X D E B D Z  x, y, z iz3f LT,  
1 1' 11s 
c ~ ( ~ ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~ + ~ ~  ( l X r + ~ Y ~ i z ~ + l X y + z ~ )  (*I 
jCIsFifi 5 $E9Z% c' M7?&-d-6~1231? 27~7?&?B k L7c 5.  ?DI$%BZ%~~@~~L~:D 
a h ?  k g 5 t k T & 6 0  
%13%~b:  5&s%k C' 5 2 - 1 + 2 1 S .  3l-l'' k k h 6 o  %@f%&D 
a, b, c E X  tL$fLT, 
C I ( ~ , ~ ; X )  s2-1+2/9. 3 I - l l r  
T & 6 ,  Etr ~ ~ ( r , s ; P ~ ) = 2 - ~ + ~ ~ " ~ 3 ~ - ~ ~ ~  (35,1503) T&6t 2&$@(. ZE, 
x=(-l , l , l ,O,O ,... ), y=(l,-l , l ,O,O ,... ), z=(l,l ,-l ,O,O ,...) 
t2EBZ%&Z4E$*649 ~ I L  k f ' d ~ T t \ b ,  Lj5hL X732 Hilbert 3?p~'fT&Ej 2 
St&% Q 2 937 -7&z%73zyE$ h, gE&a$gt2z@j5~a  9 59, 
Theorem 2. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then 
(i) C1(r,s;H) =2-'+'" for l s r s 2 , s s -  r 
r - 1  ' 
(ii) S; H) = 2-1+2/~. 31/2-llr for l s s s 3 , s r < w .  
(3s + 3)lIS (iii) C1(r, s; H) = 2 .3-I" for 2 s s s r < m .  
ZWt2 Theorem 1 2 H&Z&Z&&.f-B Z 2 tr 1 Q T, type - cotype B%tz$$% 
a&, ? Z T, (p, pl)-Clarkson type inequality (Kato-Takahashi [3]), Figiel-Iwaniec- 
Pelcwnski [21 OEE%&%~JH L T  fd: $ h 6 
Theorem 1 12, )&%$R@ : min s r t \T@%Z& C(s, r; H) & R s  
L%OT&6732, &$hk$R@ : min s,- ( 2 1 )  > r t ~ 7 b 1 T t 3 ~ $ % 7 3 2 7 E !  $ h7io R 
@ tr Theorem 2 tb, #E%$R@ : s s max (r,  A) CL-> b\TEBW% C1(r, s; H) & & z  
LTc%@T&BZS, +129%$hs"z5;Ri$t : s>max r,- ( rL1)  irqt\-ct-i, I ~ ~ I $ E ~ ~ X T E  
$h6, 
-E tr type T%& 2 cotype T%&OPB"~ ILR 0 L 5 f2YJ%~Z@73<& 9 Ym0 
Theorem 3. Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual space. Assume 
1 1 1 -  l < p s 2 , l < s < m , - - + 1 = 1  and T + ~ - l .  Ifforsomeconstant K,thetype P P  S 
inequality : 
holds, then for same constant K, the cotype inequality : 
holds. 
Hlawka @+%&tit, @$%@@ tr 9 T cotype W?$&/Z%~ 6 OT, kCr)sB~d: 
Theorem 4. Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual space. Assume 
1 1  1  1 -  1  < p s 2, 1 < s < m, - + 7 = 1 and g + 7 - 1 . If for some constant C, the inequality : 
P P  
holds, then the same constant C, the inequality : 
holds. 
'&& : Theorem 2 0 (i), (ii) 2 Theorem 4 j 5 ~  6. Theorem 1 0 (i), (ii) $;."$@$I, 25,  
$1 tj f2b\o ~ ~ $ ; . " % j 5 ~ d z 2 5 0  
S@GZ Banach GFd X b~$??6 Hlawka @ @ ~ % i k ~ @ % ~ % k  C'(r, s;  X )  13, f+H 
~ 2 4  ,nira$13G~%k6 2. &Ok j fdB%%Bq t 2 tr-&S L k t \  : 4 3 4  
T =  
1-1  1 
1  1-1 
-1  1  1 
1 1 1  
% Banach !$i%Ej !;(A7 j 5 ~  &I Banach ~ P H ' J  ! i ( X )  -.D$%R${FR $% 2 % R 6 2 f? . t dz id: 
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Remarks on Williams-Wells' inequality 
Y asuj i TAKAHASHI ( % 8 @iJ ) 
Department of System Engineering, Okayama Prefectural University 
Mikio KATO ( j& & @ ) 
Department of Mathematics, Kyushu Institute of Technology 
In this short note, we shall give some generalizations of the foll- 
wing L,-inequality due to Williams and Wells [Ill: 
Theorem W (Williams and Wells [I 1 1 ) 
Let I 6 p 6 m, l/p + l/p' = 1, G;, = exp(2zi/n) (i = $-I) .  
Then for any t, 1 6 t 6 minip, p I ,  and for any XI, x,,. . . . , x, in L,, 
it holds 
Remark. (1) n = 2 , t = minip, p' I @ &  3G&, (WWIt)t&Clarkson~2?~ 
6 cf. 2 1  LTrhs,-T-, Z E W G & ~ l a r k s o n @ - @ I k ~ b j . & ,  
(2) ajk = m i k 2 %  < 2, n&Z7?+731JA = (ajk) G~&O%#??%~ZTB% 
7 1  (n = 2@22GI. %+7311, ) 
( * )  Iajk 1 = 1 , I ,  2,. . . n ,  and H ajkaje = n3 kt. 
In the following, we assume that A = (aj ,) is an n X n (real or 
complex) matrix satisfying (I ). It is easy to see that for any 
XI, x,, . . . . . , x, in L,, it holds 
Theorem 1. Let 1 2 p  6 and 1 6 t 6 minip, p  1. Then fo r  any 
xl,  x2,  . . . . . , x, i n  L,, it holds 
Remark. Theorem 1 12 TheoremW 0 - f;ft 4k T $I b 
Now we consider Banach spaces X sat isfying ( *  * ) .  We say that  X 
s a t i s f i e s  (M, ), 1 6 t 6 2, for  A = (a,  ) i f  ( * * ) holds i n  X. ~t 
is  easy t o  see t a t  X s a t i s f i e s  ( W W 1 2 )  fo r  each (some) A i f  and only i f  
X is  isometric t o  a  Hilbert space, see Jordan and Neumann [5]. 
Proposition 2. Let 1 6 q  6 p  6 2. I f  X s a t i s f i e s  ( W W I , )  f o r  A, 
then X s a t i s f i e s  ( W W I , )  fo r  A. 
Remark. L;Izk!l. ( W W I t ) h ~ 3 5 7 - C Z % # L ' T : ~ $ P & L & h ~ % h ~ b ,  
Theorem 3. Let 1 6 p  2 2  and p  6 r 6 p' . I f  X s a t i s f i e s  (WWI,) 
for  A, then any Lebesgue-Bochner space L, ( X )  s a t i s f i e s  ( W W I , )  fo r  A. 
Theorem 4. Let 1 6 p  2 2. I f  X s a t i s f i e s  ( W W I , )  for  A, then 
any Lebesgue-Bochner space L, ( X )  s a t i s f i e s  (WWI ,  ) for  A, where 
I 2 t 2 minip, r, r' 1. 
Corollary 5. L, (L, ) s a t i s f i e s  (WWI, ) fo r  any A (sat isfying ( * ) ), 
where 1 6 t 6 minip, p' , q, q' 1. 
Let Al = be a  2  X 2  Littlewood matrix. Then Clarkson [ 2 ]  
proved tha t  L, s a t i s f i e s  ( W W I ,  ) for  A l ,  where t = minip, p' 1. 
We note tha t  the Clarkson inequality ( C I , )  holds i n  a  Banach space X 
i f  and only i f  X s a t i s f i e s  ( W W I t  ) fo r  Al .  
Corollary 6 (Takahashi and Kato [ 101 ). Let 1 2 p 2 2 and suppose 
that Clarkson inequality (CI,) holds in X. Then (CI,) holds in any 
Lebesgue-Bochner space L, (X), where 1 2 t 2 minip, r, r' I .  
Let An (n=l, 2,. . . ) be 2" X 2" Littlewood matrices defined by 
where Al is a 2 X2 Littlewood matrix. We say that the generalized 
Clarkson inequality (GCI, ), 1 2 t 2 2, holds in X if X satisfies 
( W W I ,  ) for An 1 2, . . . . . In [ 6  1 Kato proved that (GCI, ) holds in 
L,, where 1 2 t 5 minip, p' I. 
Corollary 7 (Hashimoto, Kato and Takahashi [4l). Let 1 2 p 2 2 and 
suppose that generalized Clarkson inequality (GCI,) holds in X. Then 
(GCI, ) holds in any Lebesgue-Bochner space L, (X), where 
I 2 t 2 mintp, r, r' I .  
Remarks. Clarkson&%Sf:D-@ikG'd:, $34 ajf3Ttd:Sh;LLLl6, /qY % 
Pietschi5ig %j L Lz , ) L L T mfi L LzWilliams-Wells0 +2$3 42, E 
n M GZ T 6 - @ {k 2 % 5 td: -& 6 , 3 k . Lebesgue-Bochner9 PH~ ( Sobolev, 
Bezov, ~riebel-Sobolev% E .% 0 ) 15 $5 iSf 6 Clarkson5 2$ S f : ,  & 6 Ll G'd: if- 0 - 
@41:%%4 [7ZaShTLlbO &i!?D@fRT, Clarkson&%?f,t 9 -1' ZI 9 -1' 
7z%kDm$%%@ 5bTLl6 (Kato and Takahashi 181) , 
%4-hiZ LT#dfiLLz%%GGa, Williams-WellsD&%Sf:Q-@4k;f-b 2 Z G S  
(cI), (GCI)%D-@~~T % &6, (RiZiDI%BTXHEfilG 9 %%Lk0 ) 
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Hanner aF%&qO complex weight D 
An introduction of the complex weight to the Hanner type inequality 
Aoi HONDA, Y oshiaki OKAZAKI (Kyushu Institute of Technology) 
and Yasuji TAKAHASHI (Okayaina Prefectural University) 
Abstract : In this short note, we prove the n-element version of the Pavlovii's inequality as 
follows: 
P 
E 11 2 e,wi.xi 1' t E I 2 E ~ ~ V ~ I X ~  I I for 1 < p < 2 ,  ancl 
i = l  
where n is a natiwal number, E, ,  E,, . . . , E,,  are inclepenclent 12aclemacher random 
variables, x,, x2, ..., x,, are f~mction in LP, and vv,, w2, .. ., w,, are colnplex nulnber such 
that I wi I = 1 . 
The original 2-element Pavlovic7s inequality call be regarded as a variation of the Ha1xler7s 
inequality. We have proved the 11-element version of the Hmler7s inequality. Iiltroducing the 
complex weight in the n-element Hauler's inequality, we obtain the n-element version of the 
Pavlovic7 s inequality. 
g&i$i?5 Hanner a$%?& (PavloviE[1996]) 
ei 'r Rademacher P1I (& E~ 12@$ 3 ?" i- 1 B 2 & )  2 b & 2 lbbi 
W 1 , W 2 E  C Iw;I= 1 v.x1,.x2E Lk(S,C,p) 
P 
l i p s 2  3 E 
Proof. 
= right-lrcrncl side 
Proof. 
aflT%fk9f&el;f Hanner[l], Z ZTGk a = a  + ib E C Tbj b. Lkflr, T, 
~ ( L L )  = / (u+ + a)2  + 1.' I p  + I ( L ~ +  + a ) 2  - b2 I P  abj so EB f f " ( ~ ~ )  o ( o) g t t  t ir 12 
LLlo @%$k C 2 Li b:;til2@&C~ t 2 bZ k 9 aflTreal a>%&i;Czj8%S-@bo 
Lelmna 3 (Kigami, Okazaki and Takahashi[2]) 
g,, g2 J.Z39x@;f;lZ-+@Sk - N(O, 1) 
3 (i) cp G2 real linear 
(ii) cp l i i  isometry 
Lemma 3 0) cp b: k 9 . f (u) l2%0) k j CZk2 d l & .  
Lemma 4 (lGgarni, Okazaki and Takahashili[2]) 
LL,,  LL2, ..., LL, > 0, W1, W2, ..., W, E C, I w;I = 1 
F(LL,, LL?, ..., LL.) = E [I E ; W , L L ~ ~  I p ]  
* 1 1 p  1 2  F(LL) 136 LL; Cz9b1TTbzfi 
2 I p < w  F(LI) li&& L L , C ~ ~ L > T ~ ~ Z &  
Theorem (Sh1.f 3 n ZZ!? Hanner F%&) 
n %$%$k, E,, E,, ... , E, %8$ZG Raclemacher ?d, w,, w,, ..., w,, E C I wi 1 = 1 , 
.X1,.X,, ..., .X,, € L; 23-ao 
P 
l < p 1 2  3 E 
Proof. 
(1) 1 1 ~ 1 2  k%b, 
Z t ~ k  1 ) . 2E;, G ; d l t @  . ~ , ( t ) > [ )  2 LTkkl, Le~lul~a 4 rn F ( u 1 ,  LL?, ..., LL,,) L T  
Jensen a>F%&kZ k 9 
left-hl-haizd side = E [I f: eiw,xi(t) IP]dp(t) 
r = l  
k 9 $@bF%%$?l+Tblbc 
(i) 2 5 p < m  
kL~r!?17k~$kbZ?~l~ J e ~ e n  a>$%&b~k I ) ,  (i) O?+g&2;$m$ a>$%&$?f+bZ 
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NORMS OF SOME SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS ON 
WEIGHTED L~ SPACES 
TAKAHIKO NAKAZI (Hokkaido University) 
and 
TAKANOFU YAMAMOTO (Hokkai-Gakuen University) 
Abstract. Let a and P be bounded functions on the unit circle T ,  and let W be a 
positive function on T such that W, log W E L1. Then the singular integral operator Sa,p 
is defined by Sa,p f = aP+ f + PP- f ,  ( f  E L2 (W)) where P+ is an analytic projection and 
P- = I - P+. Let h be an outer function such that W = lhI2, and let $ = hlh. We 
give three formulas of the norm of S a , ~  on L2(W) using a ,  ,8 and $. If a,  P are constant 
functions, then our results contain the Feldman-Krupnik-Marcus theorem. 
~~~~ W fi%%kD 23i-k, 7l-eTD a,  P E Lm izqt  \T IISa,pllL2 < M T& 9,  233 
i-d;eDz@fJEG2a-g171-6fLbjDGS%HKt=Mt 1151 CZS 2&fco . fD23DeLm$ 
% 1 T&60 AX, W fiYZ%Tr-d: < TS llP+llw < M T&ihi%, $<TD a l p  E Lm 62 
9 1  \T IISa,p llL2 < co T& 6 a, P fi$Z%D 2 3, % 2 D k i t6 Feldman-Krupnik-Marcus 
k6  / /LA!ksfi$%U 6 h T %  9, eBD&k &t-kXlJD2?i&T%ESaSihT t \fc (cf. [3], 17, 
Section 13.51 1, %4 i-k W, a,  ,B fi$Z%TfJ t \#3&t= k 8 H T 3  6 %  1 / )LAGS 1) 
% % & f ~ ~  *D%Eai-k Cotlar-Sadosky D lifting mrk Hilbert ?%8D%%t= k6, % 2 / 
)LAGS (%32 )  i-k%%T! 1 %Ht GiiESaT3, % 2 %$j&Tt Go % 3 / )LAGS (Z 
B3) t-kZB2 D k i  t=*;hfi\6% 2 fi$B%b:$fi\ih6 &t\ibifTi-kfJt\fiQ, 6 H~ 
D#3ei=SSHT3 61 lLAGSG5kT%9, ZB 2 kHL < ZB 1 %Ht\TZSaT3 
6, Koosis D%%T! [9] h 9, 1 1  S.,p 11L2(w) < M G%fL$$$sfb 6 R%k a,  ,b' fi$;k:@$6 fLb3 
& %  w 1  L1 & 6 ( f  4 0  k , W-l 6 L1 f i h 3  IISa,pllL2(w) < M 
-r-d GI2 a = ,O 2td 9, Sa,p I-d;BFi?B4$H%t~fd: 9 l/Sa,pllL2cw) = IlaI/lL2(w) = IIallm ik 
h<9WGdzTb\8 ,  k9T W-I E L1 D%+&W<hlfkb\, w > o,w E ~1 ~ , $ j ~ f  
r fi\G, ~ O ~ W E  L' tfd:ao k 7 T ,  outer M % ~ E P  Cck3 W =  lh12 t f f 8 0  
D 23 4 := h/h 2 Z @ 8  2, JJP4.JJp(w) 9 JJSJJucwl  fi%PET&5f~@D&B+%%++t-k 
infkcam 114 - kII, < 1 T&b t kt&, Helson-Szego DEf!I!k L T k  (%UGhTC\a0 r QI 
23, *<TO a lp  E Lm bc3b\T IISo,pIIL2cw) < co 2 f d : ? o  Lfi\L, Koosis DzBCe  
h 4 infk ,~-= ((4 - kllm i 1 T f J  C T Q  W-I E L1 T&hlf IISolpllL~cw) < co k fd?  h 5 
fd: a lp  E Lm C'6f:< $A&a (cf. [14])0 L D 2 3 ,  &D% 1 / J L L \ ! & $ ~ ~ S & ~ ~ T ~  
-1 a lp  E L~ &+ao outer I% h E H2 1 2 h  3 4 := filh, W := lhl2 28% 
F(x) % 
2ESf  8 2, infimum 4% attain L ,  F(x) 4bSZB x D convex MBTdiS Z triS$bfi\ 
60 Z D t 3 ,  @D (I)? (2) f i~E3230 
(1) Q I, Ils~,pllucw) < fJGCf9 F (114~llZ2(w)) = Ils~lPII~cw) fi'&3370 
(2) Q ' ~ i n f k ~ ~ m I I 4 - k l l m  < 1 fJGC2, IISolOllL2(w) < M  T&C), f i E d F ( x ) = z  i t  
'%k4Df% x = llSoall$cwl %-0 
F(x) := inf 
kEHm 2 
F (x) = inf 
kEHW 
#d 2. W f i % Z & ~ \ - > a p ~ H ~  D t $ l &  fiu1 kg F(x) Itz%Ccf~3, 
F(x) = (llsolp1)2,2) = llsalP1l$. aZ!@ 1 9% 1 D infimum t-k k = a$ T attain L ,  
Ilsa,pll~2 = m~x{llallm, IIPIIm). 
w 
= inf 
k€Hm 
+ 2 I"' +J< I ~ - a ; o - k 1 ~ +  
00 
2 = F(0). 
00 
Bg 3. SEi! 1 W%#WTT c := i d k m =  Il$-ICII, 2% { a = P = 0 D 26, F ( ~ )  = C ~ x l .  
b t c = 1 f .  6 if, F (x) = x @@i-k-gTf~ L lo c < 1 fJ 1; 42, F(x) = Q)#t;t: 
= 0. h -, T, aa I(I) ck 9, I I S ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ,  = 0. 
PY 4 0 1 lLL&%i%, & { iS\ 1;%U 6;hTL \ f ~  (cf. 181, [13]) Ljance [l3] G-k, range(P+) 
2 range(P-) 0f~??% 0 iZ91 \T 
1 
IIP+IIL~(W) = IIP-IIL~(W, = i,B 
%%L, Helson-Szegi5 [8] 1-k c = cosO %%LfL0 *0@, Spitkovsky [18], [19] 1-k 
0 
I I S I I L ~ ( W )  = I IP+I IL~(W)  + JIIP+ll%(w, = cot - 2 
6?% L, @! 5 0 1 lLA&S%$bjf~, *0@, %& 1-k Cotlar-Sadosky 0 lifting $?3!$!%aj 
L ~'L$U%W?!~J%~~L, 
IlSa,PII L ~ ( w )  = IISp,all~2(w) 
it)$& 0 ZT, L D?%%t-d; a,  P fi~%%!W 23 tZ?kD% 2 (Feldman-Krupnik Marcus D  / I L  
La$) f i ~ G % U G # l T t \ f ~ ~  -5, % 1 d ; g  a(<) = [,,O(<) = 17W(<) = 1 DL:%, ZQl 
3st-d;~43~~~7'~t \, d; T T ,  r a%sii ~p E H~ ~~:3--&m~=~iaom~fa't 1, 


max II~I I00 ,  IIPII~, inf { I4 - IPI k'Hm 4 i q L - p  03 1 
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Positive cone UI* 70) infimum UIBu7S 
Problem of hlfima in the Positive Cone 
T. Ando (Holtusei Galtuen University) 
Abstract We consider two positive (semi-definite) operators A, B on a Hilbert 
space. We prove that the infimum A A B in the cone of positive operators 
exists if and only if [A]B 2 [B]A or [A]B < [B]A . In this case A A B in P 
is mnin{[A]B, [BIA). Here [A]B is the A-absolutely contilluous part of B .  
1 3 b E  a z 2 Bb7B Hilbert Z2BeEj 7-1 9 & % C  selfadjoint G ~ $ B J X ~ & $ $  62% 
%aJilF!EF, % & h &  
A 2 B A - B positive (semide f inite) 
6: QB L 7 ordered vector space b: G Q @, (lattice) @%-/5" I; iA t3 F.2~1, 
% R A , B  t z i n f i m u m A ~ B i S ~ g % T & @ G & A > B  - / 5 " A L B ,  T G h &  
A, B iSs coinparable C%&K Pi3 I; I;;Yz 25. 
t @al?$2,%48T& fzbZ)G~, A, B 2 0 iSzPJiI#9%&??%k 1 5 FJR2f 
f i 4 L - T  
2 &j?T 3 6 . t t T {E(X); a < X < b }  b2 projection 9@fiU%T, f ( A ) ,  g(X) 
GA non-negative G?J'iFI!ll34$kT& 6 . 
6 L infimum A A B iSs6&TI;;YzGf, ? ;tz i2 
Tti&&iS' 
X l l  2 1 2  
x21 2 2 2  
9 & 9 ; 5 ' @ & ~ 3 i f t 2 k * g m t ~ H C T & i f ~  
I 
%@@jt;f-% % positive (semi-definite) Gl+H%@ CT$fE (cone) P G:%lJ [3E 
T& 2 ,  $L~.iEiS'g;hb, 
kTi$!,Y Lfzk j tZ, A, B > 0 , 3pG;h'1j positive invertible T, com- 
parable Tab1 2 3 (A, P T9  infimum A A  B Cig;i% LCblo 
invertible T G b > % e T ,  A 2 0 ;5s rank 1 G I; 0 5 X < A G X t i * <  
T A 9 (positive) scalar % T &  bjb i31 I;, F9 B > 0 tZit;f- L T  b {X ; 0 - <
X 5 A, B )  ti2JllSJ5%& 2 2 !I @A% , T G ;h '; P T9 infimum A A B 
;5'G@T&o Za>i i l ib3fz&!I$~,  * 2 & % ,  P9 B>O Gzjt;l-LTcT P 
T 9  infimum A A  B $'G@T& 942, A ;5' rank 5 1 9 2 3 CZFE&, 
3 6 dr < %!I 6 hf: k 5 CZ, P, Q iS' projection T&i~t%, P T9 infiinull~ 
P A  Q ;5'&@ L, ?&ti  projection T 
$';k-@.f-&, b l 3  0 5 B 5 I T & h t % ,  +T 0 5 X 5 I 2 G & D T ,  
ran(X) ~ r a n ( P )  t i X < P  27225. t9 t2bikT?~3&$?i%ZiS'P T 
9 infimum P A  B tZC&, ?G;h';, projection P k 0 5 B 5 I K f z t ~  L
T, P T 9  infimum P A  B iSQS@Tb0 
Moreland - Gudder [2] t i ,  Hilbert 2BsEJiS'%PE%%9%e, 0 < A, B 5 I 
tZ P T 9 infimum A A  B iSS&8* if 7"z bj 9 #d\Z+%%i% $2 ;fig3 L 7:
t 9$&$39 t i ,  k !I transparent G Z E T ,  -&Cr) Hilbert ZEi+k!!9% 
(%t:t@BDqE%@?%T& t 2 Gz.&zi0 
\rm - 2 @ 0 < A, B < I %%;ibiSs, ker(A + B )  = (0) 2 
I E 2 L 7 B - - E J ~ ! + $ ? X ~ ~ b ~ ,  t 9 k 3  { X ; O < X < A + B )  {Y;O< 
IT 5 I) -67 bijection cp iSs 
T & f  b . cp id; affine, order bijection G z ~  T b > b o  LkiSS-=, T P T infimum 
A A B iSs;k:B-if& 13 2 2 .  P T @  illfilnum p(A) A cp(B) iSs6?ET b t 2 id; 
H @ T \  
cp(A A B) = cp(A) A cp(B) 
k c & ,  SEeQld; 
cp(A) + cp(B) = I 
T d i , & A l I ; ,  cp(A),cp(B) iFq@ k c & L k T d i , & .  cp(A),cp(B) Dm@%f% 
I L $ ? E f - i  k 
2 %Ah fib , infilnuln @lE% id; 
~ d i , & i 5 ~ ,  thi& { x ; o  5 x - < Y(A),P(B)) @ + T @ ; F H - ~ ~ ~ T &  b t k i& 
9 7 ~  -~rnl-$!Ih,  iL L P T @  infimum p(A)  A y ( B )  iSSGBTfilf, 6 2-SjrL 
c<TId;ttbeb>. t t T  
(o , i )  T x > o, 1 - x > o ~ $ & a b ,  +be3isB LT: k W;tjficle, P T@Bw? 
BC3 infimum iS'G$ET 6 9 12 
i5' comparable T $ &  2 3 CeFEb&& t k;5';';hiI'.6. 139 k 3 GL%E 
p(A) A p (B)  (in P) = min{J1- x ~ E ( x ) ,  J 1 ( l  - X)dE(X)) 
o+ o+ 
3 -%af%??hD@E X , Y  2 0 L T - E ~ z G ~  illfimum G&Z?bl 
iST, infimum )t F 3  5 9iST$bo +&6L X , Y  9 325fl$iI (parallel sum) 2s 
& & X : Y  k s ? ~ & & ) t @ T ,  qi!kZ?%&G& 
((X : Y)a, a )  = inf{(Xb, b) + (Yc, c); a = b + c) 
T%3$%2;tza0 X : Y  s X , Y  GLBbi31T$bo t;l'L%?--tJj&@T Y 9 X -  
$E$$;$Egi3% (X-absolutely continuous part) [X]Y $? 
[X]Y = lim (nX)  : Y 
n+cc 
iS'T25, Projection P C:M LTCk [P]I = P k26. 
3 5c: 
[XIY = [[XIYIY = [X : Y]Y 
A A B (in %') = min{ [A] B, [B] A) 
= min{[A: B ] A , [ A :  BIB). 
4 &?FRCT)ti%CT)SS projection P 2 0 5 B I I  k~%tLTGik 
P A  B = [P]B 
5 [[PlBI([PlB) 
= [[PIBI ([PII) 
= [[PI B] P = [B] P 
k Q 6 .  %Cz projection P , Q  CZ7:LlLTGA 
P A  Q (in P) = [P]Q = [Q]P 
2 7Fd 6 iIl1;. [A] B k [B]A Gk comparable T6 6 
5 gPE;kTCa)f%e %P.R&7C9%&GA ran(A), ran(B) Gk-lfdT HgF'n'T 
BBFJ 2 3 b. t ;k 6-9 projection 2 PA, PB Tbj 6 h 5 . f  2 
2 projection el$.=, T3iIhtI.b. 2 1; 4- ran(A) n ran(B) -9 projection 2 
PA,B k g  ( 2, G135!$5C11&k2j$3 T ran(A : B) = ran n ran(B) i6-T b a?, 
+at  kisl6 
k 36iIlI;. P T0 infimum AAB 7F%$E?6 2&9&%-k%%1%;f;, AAPA,B 
2 B A PA,B iSz comparable 0 t  L T b j 6 ,  % L T ? - ~ / J \ ? ? L > ? ~ $ ~  7' T 9  
infimum A A B 2 Q 6 . Z tI.$ Moreland and Gudder 9$63?T6 6 . 
[l] T. Ando, Lebesgue type decompositon of positive operators , 
Acta Sci. I\/Iath. (Szeged) 38 (1976 ), 61-67. 
[2] T. Moreland and S. Gudder, Infima of Hilbert space effects, (preprint). 
Survey of unitary p-dilation and p-radius 
Theorein A. ( B.Sz.-Nagy and C. Foiag[15] ) A E B(31), p > 0 23-6, :a> 2 
3\  &o%i+iAm4&Th60 
(i) A ;5p-%%/l\i$R% 
_e_ ( )  ( )  - 1 IlzA{p - '(P - l)A}-lIl 5 (1'1 < l )  
(iii) -2Re[zA(I - zA)-'1 5 p I  (121 < 1) 
IlAll ?? A oiFR%lrbA : //All = sup{llAxlI 1 I ~ : c I I  = 1) 2-33 2. llA/l 5 1 (A 2 
%fJ.i$R% 2 Wg) Tdj 6 2 3 .  1953 +tZ Sz.-Na,gy IZ L 9 T A tlS l-%%fJ\i$m%T 
$I 5 Z 2 84% &dZk (Sz.-Nsgy[12] t 0 Z 2 A l l ;  %. J.von Neumann[l6] A4 
% L t \  A drn%3/J\iFH%a> 2 3 ,  .I-dTa>$%Z f (z) t t H  LT, 
d<& 9 59 Z 2 $?% 3 6.2 6 ,  % k, 1965 @ tZ  Berge~-[4] $ @U!$T@ : w(A) = 
S U ~ { ~ ( A Z , X ) ~  1 11.11 = 1) 8: 1 ~ ~ 5 a z + ~ % i + i 2  A $4 2-%/~\,[+~%2 7 ~ 6 a
t 2 T& 6 2 2 %% Lk, Z 0 t 2 &-&lk L T \  Sz.-Nagy and Foiag i34,  1966 
lZ\  ~ t Z ? & ~ f ~ p - $ # j ~ J \ ~ + ~ ~ % $ ~  L f z ,  
P1.B = {A E B(3-I) I A : polyilomially bounded} . - i f - 7 ' d t b  6, 
31W > 0 ; 1 Ip(A) 1 1  5 M sup lp(z) I for a11 polynomial p 
I--111 
PB := {A E B(3-I) I A : power bounded) . 3-Y~b.6, 
31\1 > 0 ; sup IIAnll L M 
n 2 1  
Up>oCp $ S $ P L B  5 PB $ R 
Z i h  OiYRtZqL~TEeWf2 2 %@ L%M 2 LT$S < . 1966 %tZ B.Sz.-Nagy 
a11d C.Foia9 $2 UUp>OCp c S Th6 t 2 2 % L k o  ? h t L % ' f ? ~ 7 ,  1959 F t L  Sz.- 
Nagy[l3] iSf P B  C S 9 G9 A h ,  2 b \  5 PD%%??~ L'fc. Sz.-Nagy Id: A-' iS;e& 
L, A,A-I E P B  f2bI2, A E S Th6 t 2 ??%L'f=. (ZEitI3==9 Y -@m 
~ I Z ~ € I { ~ ~ $ ? ? L ' ~ Z . ) .  %?z, Sz.-Na,gy and Foina I L L 9 7  A E PB T@R%J;rb 
If, A E S  d < % b b T b \ &  (%. ->k$&<,  A E R T ~ Y ~ < ~ '  b f 2 h t f A c  S T &  
6 t k i ~ f 7 5 3 h ~ b 1 7 ,  t a t  k A ~ I ; ~ ~ n a ~ ~ ~ ~ % i 2 g ~ & 6  z k i $ & ~ > a ,  ) . 
t b t r $ j - L t  11964 Ftr S.Foguel[5] i 2 t : tFD '1E t~NL7EFJ&~Xfzo  1968 %I;: 
A.Lebow[S] ik Foguel id: polynomially bounded T & L \ t 2 ??% L, 1970 FIz 
P.R.Halmos[7] 12 PB c S fib k b \ 5 PD~R (Halmos Problem) ??BE L k ,  t a) P4@ 
tZM LTld:, 1996 %iZ G.Pisier[l7] $& 9 *fcfi?b\Z k ??Z L k ,  
f2s .  Up>oCp I2 R T norm dense iLf26 t k %%%$t~/T;-4&6, 
C, i2 z E C, IzI = 1 tL%LT, zCp C Cp iSfb\kaa)T, Minkowskifunc- 
tional iSs%Abh, A 0 p-T@% w p ( A )  = inf{y > 0 I y-'A E C,) Tag* 
6 (J.A.R.Holbrook[7] B E )  . t a) 2 3 ,  w p ( - )  id: o < ,o 5 2 T j  ILL tzY2 6 2s 
2 < p < w a )k$ tWTo>L 5 ~ z ~ I I L ~ ~ ~ I ~ ; F ~ ~ ~ ~ I I L L T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
(1) wl(A) = 1 1  All : the operat,oer norm 
(2) ,w2 ( A )  = .w ( A )  : the numerical radius 
(3) lim w p ( A )  = r ( A )  : the spectral radius 
P - m  
('7) wp(UAU*)  = w,,(A) (unitary U )  
w l p ( - )  id: Schwarz norm T& 6, 3pf6bG analytic function f : D -+ D(D := { z  E 
C I  Iz I  < I}, f (0) = 0 tLx'$LT 
S' 2 0 &4?3f-%iE@i$~% &-'p.6 2 3 ,  C.-K.Li, N.-K.Tsing and F.Uhlig[S] ILL 
9 -$Flt=2%T~%&!i vs(A) $Yka)L 5 t r Z g $ h f ~ ,  
$ j t ~  S = I D k  313. Vr(A) = W ( A )  := ( (Az , s )  J 11x1I = 1}(A D&@) T. $13 
.vl(A) = w ( A )  Th6, 
ZuIQRt.  LTkt, A d ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ?  b{+RSTS = / A /  := ( A ' A ) ' ~ ~  . vs(A) 5 I D 
k 3. A i34iE$J1$R%T& 6 Z 2 24 T.Ando and K.Takahashi[3] tZ L 9 T% b h 7  
b'6, 0 5 A 7 p  5 1 lr3$L7 
( ( E D , x E X ) T ~ ~ L ! ~ J ~ ~ ,  B % K % d 4 ' ~ 6 ~  
Za>%Ek LT, 
% 2 p > 0, p # 1 CZN LT A 21: p-%/l\1$83%T;ti 6 TE& C~&45+/n'%l+H., 
O < t < 1  CL%/LTA=S,"~B~S:'~ ~ T $ ~ Z ~ T & Z I ,  Z P ,  Bt I 'RIu(B,)<~ 
?%I 6. (St i2 (11) T Z S & % L ~ C ~ + R % )  
to = sup I(Ax, 41 + 
z#O 2XlIx1l2 
X(lx1(2t2 - ((Ax, 5)) t  + (1 - X)IIAx(I2 2 0 
; 3 4 ~ ) ; j  5 ,  -3T, 5 L, t > {) (L4xo,  x o ) J  - (t > (I(Ax01 S O ) (  - a l / ~ ; ~ / I x O l I  ) 
0 } / 2 ~ /  Is, 1  l 2  72 El is, 
( ( A x ,  a ) ]  + 0 
W p ( A )  > 2 X l l l l l 2  
2 
" , ( A ) = -  sup i l l f { - J ~ l l A x 1 1 d ~ + l ~ - 1 I I ( A x , x ) j t )  
P II7;ll=l,U>O 
SEE 10 a t k Z~hb, R.Matlias and K.Okubo[lO] c~)&a>%%iJ4f%bh25. 
1 1 0 < p < 2 23-25, ' 0 2 % ,  wp(A) = ~w(c,,@A) kf2Zj0 =--TI, 
ZZP, ~ o l ( D , g ~ ( a ) , D )  = { f  : D  + D  I f  : holomorphic, f (gC(a) )  = 0 )  kT6, 
a ,  I C ~  5 .- d v a ,  - a #  G gc(a) # g c ( b )  CP 
([ # 0) T& 9 ,  w p ( A )  5 1 T h  Zi f~ha)&\E-l-%%#lT, 
A E B ( X )  24 quadratic operat or T h 6 2 lh, A 7 5  quadratic polynomial, + f ~  
b%, &6 r,s E C K%LT A2 + r A + s I  = 0 $ + f ~ ? L k  29-6,  3C 2%Pl?R 
7 c O k 3 ,  Elz, t 2 + r t + s = ( t - a ) ( t - b )  k T b 2 ,  A t3 
i Z z = 9  !J -&4{jXTh60 p-%fJ~{?m%i$~~9 !J - - - $ E I ~ ! ~ ~ Z L ~ T ? % T & ~ ~ J ~ ~ ,  
quadratic operator id: (14) a)%T& 6 2 %kT L L\, 2 0 2 3 ,  12 a)-fijt"{k 2 
L T & a , t  2 j i r f b ~ ; i Z i .  
< inf { P  + (1 - P)~T}IP + (1 - p)bC> - zbIC12 
CED 
- I PC 
(3) O t 2 62, T.Ando and K.Nishio [2] T 'e %% 5 hTLl6 
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("I ?A = X&\C,+X~,) \I a , e ,  
I1 
c,". 2 H* + c:. ?! ~4 + C3'* e,, 
\. ' ' $,,( A- th $&k z n f s \ \ . ,  
L \ X ~  t f fgeia  e,, = +  rn s+-,:c & 1 1 ~ 7  : r i i + i % , + j ,  
3 1 %  -CQ t v $ K T ~ ~ + = ~ ~ ~ - I L ,  1: t ~ a r  I E B  ~ t : + b c .  P - ~ Y @ L  G~ I* &pa& z! .  f s \ \ - b \  $ 
0 i $ht, , E(ht\ / h a )  
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lh 3" \> 4 , I 9 9 6  , k A. 
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The Bad Part Of An Outer Function 
Takahiko Nakazi (Hokkaido University) 
Abstract. It is known that an outer function in the Hardy space H1 can be 
factored into a product in which one factor is strongly outer and the other is an outer 
function with the same argument to some inner function. The latter factor is called the 
bad part of an outer function. We show that the bad part has the following form : ( s+~s ) '  
where s E H2 9 q ~ H 2 .  If s = 1 then s + qS = 1 + q and if q = 4142 then s + qS = ql + q2 
where qj is an inner function. If s is an outer function then s + qS is also outer. We make 
clear the relation between the order of zeros of the Blaschke part of s + qS and q. This is 
a survey article on the author's two papers [I] and [2]. 
$1. M2.B 
Hardy 2 B ~ 7  H1 Ql%TfLt\MB f tLTt\T, .f-Ql$k%f@ I f 1  2Gfi .f/lf 1 %%l 
~ ~ c A % % S ~ T & ~ .  L L T & Q ~ ~ T Q ~ F U Y E % % X ~ L ~ C - ~ $ % T & ~ .  f 2 g 1-k HI 
Ql%Tfib\M& 2$60 
Fwq% 1 LT, .f = qllz, g = q2h i ~ 3  ql,qz,h E H1 2 T 3 6 .  L L T  
ql,g2 t-k inner MB&\? IL C-k outer M%T&bo 9GL q1,q2 CA$P%CL& < @%s&Tt\6, 
FnYE2Ql##E2 LT, f = t l I ~ , g = t 2 h  i$\T t1,t2,Iz E H1 2 T 3 6 ,  L L T  tl 2 t2 [A& 
6 inner M& q 2 Id CGfi % b 5 i $ \ ~  Iz tA strongly outer MBT& 6. L&\ L t l ,  t2 tA 
& f C h & Q @ % $ & ~ t \ f ~ c \ ,  ra>%&cnBrnt-k, tl 2 t2 % @ f ~ $ 6 ~ 2 ~ & 6 ,  
strongly outer H B f .  k'Cf outer HBT&Z&.i', $CA&GLfd:t\, k9-C' outer 
H&tr->t\T b k ~ l N B % R k ~ 3 6 .  .f-cnegi;hh6 t l , t2  tL$@j-$6$b%%r 
TC-k.f-QlBlEiQl bad part 2P.FAo q &t inner M B Q I ~ ~  q 2 (1 + q)2 a@R&$m LT& 
6 QlT, (1 + q ) 2  C-k bad part T &  6% L d'L42tA#kEa%E tL k 9 T bad part Ql2TT 
C-kfLt\, H e l s o i l & t A q = q 1 q 2 & ~ i n n e r M % D 2 3 ,  q 2 (ql+q2)2 Ql@fi&clEJLT, bad 
part Ql&TT& 6 L 2 %% Lj;, L&\ L_t:QlH%%~QlGg&\ 6 C-k L~ I , T  & 3 j29.a) 2 
L 6-k%TCAfLt\, LQlSBTtA, bad part %%3, .tQl$&&%%$, 
D t i  C C open unit disc &\T d O / 2 ~  Ci dD L C  normalized Lebesgue measure 
a%$, 1 5 p 5 co C 2 3, Lp = Lp(dO/2~) Ci Lebesgue space &\9 
I& Hardy space 2 vC$&t,6, H P  td; Lp C closed subspace t t i  4, H" c H2 c H1 2 
ti 9 7 t 18 , EZC f E HP t i  D + analytic extension %B% &\T f t i  5 C boundary 
value 2 L T  t G 2 6  L t&$T3 6, 
q &3 inner function T&j6 & t i ,  q E H1 $17 1q1 = 1 a.e. on d D  C r  2T&j 
6, f E H1 &\T f f 0 2 -& k ,  f &$ outer function 2 Ci, g E H1, g/  f = q k \ 9  
1q1 = 1  a .e .ondD t i I ; t f q ~  H1 G t a ' 6 L t T & j 6 ,  L C 2 3  q tiinnerfunction k t i  
6, .f 15$ strongly outer function 2 t i ,  g E H1, g/,f = a &\9 cr 2 0 a.e. on d D  ti G 12. 
cr E H1 L 2T&j6. L C D 2 3  (H1 CiZBTfiC\%B@HB%3%tit\CT), a 
tiZ&T&j 6, f stronly outer 7k' G t$ outer T&j6 k$, %ti&G L t i C \ L  t % % b C  
I & + $  L t \o  
H1 Ci Banach space T&j 4, % @ I  /LL,ti L1 CD+;hT&6h9, unit ball t L t i  
extreme point 9 exposed point &$6$E$6, deLeeuw-Rudin Ci, & C S % S  Lf:, f 
outer T&j 6 & f 111 f I l l  &$ H1 a) unit ball C extreme point T&j 6 L 2 Ti&, 
6, f 153 strongly outer Ti&, 6&\%+e%#ti f / 11 f 111 75" H1 C unit ball C exposed point 
T&j 6 L 2 Ti6 6 , L 03% tL outer function 9 strongly outer function t i  M@%, BaJ 
%%9?8flEl!%f" zCg%fi$ d' 2 b Tag tZ$, L C $TCi outer function 2 strongly 
outer function t Z $ f b 6  tElB53f48ZEl!%%$, ZE A Gd; Beurling ti SET &j 4,  
ZB B ti Hayashi [l] C%%T&j6, 
IzB A1 f E H1 f $ 0  2b6, 8 L  f &$outer ~t i i f&t, i f ,   = q B  t 
Btj6, L L T q  C3 nonconstant inner Th4, h Ci outer T&6, 
~zB B I  f E H1 &\T f f 0 tb6. 8 L  f &$outer T & j 6 & ~ s t r o n g l y o u t e r  
T7'd: t3$Ll$, f = t h  LBtj6. L L T h E H1 t i  strongly outer T&j 9, t E H1 G & &  6 
inner function q t L T C \ T ,  ijt 2 0 a.e. on dD  T&j 6, 
$4. Outer function a bad part 
H1 D--&@ta'MBa bad part t-k inner function 2B5 L 2 kiT3 5 (5222 
A ) , outer function Cn bad part 2 td; inner function 2 H LGlifJ %@?a C 2 T &  5 (Z22 
B ) ,  outerfunction bad part 2 LT&(2>G9D9470k$%kGh8. LLT,  q,ql,qz 
t-k inner k\-> s E H2 @ qzH2 t-k outer T &  5 ,  (1) (1 + q)2, (2) (ql + q2)2 a\-> (3) 
- 1 +q)2  Tibj 4 ,  q = 4142 k \ 3  s = q1 2-8-5 2 ( s + q ~ ) ~ o  s = 1 2 $ 5 2  ( s + q s )  - ( 
(s + = (q1 +q2)2 T &  5 0 6; 3 T (3) Id; (1) 2 (2) &$?a0 S 1 qzH2 fek' 6 qS E H2, 
k -s, T (s + q3)2 E H1 T &  5 . & ff; Q(S + q3)2 = (qs + S)(S + 45) = I S  + q3I2 > 0. $1 t L  
M h f : % t Z ,  (1) 2 (2) Ttd; bad part Cn+%&%t\Tb\fJ t\k$, (3) Cd;5D4?$$&%b\T 
t \ a s m b  t - k ~ ~  ~ t t \ .  
[3] q & inner function 2 tf- k ,  t E H1 ~3' outer function A\-> pt 2 O 
T&5i&$E?-k%%#i-kt=(s+qs)2 2%t35L&T&50 L ~ T s E H ~ ~ ~ z H ~ ~ \ T s  
id; outer function T ibj 5 . 
a. -k#i%. B L s E H ~ ~ ~ z H ~  2-8-62, k a g S i ~ k 4 ,  ~ = ( s + ~ s ) ~ E  
H1 k\-> qt > 0 T & 6 .  s kx outer 2 ,  $ 1 6  inner qo tL%f LT q3 = qos 2St38. 
k -s, T t = (1 + q0)2s2 2 fd' 4, t td; outer 2 td' 6 ,  &z#. t E H1 k$ outer qt 2 0 
2-8-6 2, 855 outer to E H2 $$@@LT t = ti k$$t35 k h - 3  qto = %  . s = to/2 2% 
{ 2 t = (s + q ~ ) ~  s ti outer T&5.  
2 $6 2 ,  K4 G-k H1 k continuous linear functional 2 fd: 5 .  S4 = { f E H1 ; Kd (f)  = 
IlIr',ll, 11 f I l l  < 1) 2-8-5. S4 &%{ L 2 t-kS%T;tjZ~~ ql,q2 & inner function 2-8-6 2 
3,  ql 4 q2 2C-k &6 f E H1 iL3tLT 4142 = f / l f l  23t35 23&b\3o 
[3] . S+ # 0 fJ G i f  inner function q 2 strongly outer function go k$ 
@a LT, . -  . 
2 
s + qs 
s d  = {f = 7q0 (=) 80 f 11 = 11 
T & 5 ,  LLT,  y > 0 td;Z%, qo t-k qo 4 q 27'25 inner function T & Q  7513 s E 
H 2 e q z H 2  T & 5 ,  
T & 6 .  LA\L f E fxl;tb v g  t EH' r-UL-c, I l f  +g1I1 < I l f I I 1  t f ~ 5  z tibi8 
6 f A% inner f ~ l ; C d ,  llf +g111 2 llflll (Vg E iB1) G R B  L t l d 9 S  L L \ o  ZIc 
f = (s + q ~ ) ~  @ 2 3 b,  1 1  f +gill > 1 1  f 111 (V t Z H ' )  A$&4b5 o %%&@$fi~&hb250 
1 [i] ..f t H' A\-> f $ o t t 6 .  LO)  t 3 I f +  jlll > f l ( V g  t 2 ~ ' )  
kfd: 6&E %%#t$ 
2 
s + qS f = qo (-) 1 + qu 
kfi6.  L LT qo 2 q d - k  inner function T & g ,  qo 4 q ib\-> s t H 2  e q z H 2  T & 5 .  
56. %,&@@R@ order 
.f E H 1  i b \ ~  f $ 0 tZ$f LT Z ( f ; D )  = { Z  E D ;  f ( z )  = 0 )  23-25. sing f = 
aDnclosureof  Z ( f ; D )  t T 6 .  32,h t-k Z ( f  ; D) Q),GFll@ sing f -.@@R@f!ZE Ord 
[f] %Z%TS 6. q hi infinite Blaschke product A\T sing q # d D  2 5;. & L Ord 
[q] = a 2 1 fd: GCb, L @%@TS%T& 9 k&Q) ( 1 )  ( 4 )  @ M & t - k ,  Ord [ f ]  5 a. %?j? 
-3-L kiIiT3250 
( 1 )  f = ( s  + q ~ ) ~  t H 1  
( 3 )  f t H 2  0 q z H 2  
( 4 )  f t$ inner i b \ ~  f -: q 
L D 5 @ i E  preprint [2] 42% 6 ibi, sing g A$ finite set T &  5 @&iC;f: # 
k.E%ick 6% 5 ElMBff~d+ t-@%%%trSfi\h-c& 5 %$, 
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Orders and Norm Topology 
S. Koshi , Hokkaido Institute of Technology 
N.Komuro , Hokkaido University of Education 
at Asahilawa 
Let E be a partially ordered normed linear space i.e. E has a proper convex cone P 
which generates E and there exists a norm in E. 
We shall consider in this note the following problems. 
(1) When the norm I (  . 11 is equivalent to an ordered norm. 
(2) What is the condition describing sup set for a ,  b E E in terms of boundary of convex 
sets induced by an order P. 
A norm 1 1  . 1 1  is called an ordered norm if 1 1  x 1 1  2 1 1  y 1 1  for x > y > 0. In general, a 
norm on partially ordered linear space E is not nessary an ordered norm. There are many 
examples of non ordered norm even if E is 2-dimensional . 
Let P be an order in E and A be a subset of E. We shall use the notation P ( A )  = 
{A + P )  n { A  - P ) .  It is easy to see that A c P ( A )  
Theorem 1 Let E be a partially ordered normed linear space. The norm is equivalent 
to an ordered norm if and only if P(U) is norm bounded where U is the unit ball of the 
normed linear space E. 
Proof. Let V = P(U) . We shall show that if V 3 x l , x z  > 0 and X I  2 2 2 ,  then 
11 xl ] I v  2 1 1  x2 [ I v ,  where 1 1 .  / I v  is aMinkowskifunctiona1 defined by V. 
We shall show that a x 1  E V, a 2 1 implies a x 2  E V. Since xl  = 22 + p for some p E P , 
ax2  = a x 1  - a p  E V - P. On the other hand a x 2  = x2 + (a  - l ) x 2  E V + P. This means 
that 2 2  E V. Hence 1 1  xl  [ I v >  1 1  x2 ] I V  , i.e. the norm 1 1  . / I v  defined by V is an ordered norm. 
Since P(U)  = V contains always U ,  we have the assertion. q.e.d. 
Let E be a partially ordered Hausdorff topological linear space with an order P. We 
assume that P is closed. 
We shall define sup set for two elements a,  b E E. a V b is a set of all minimal elements 
of (a + P )  n (b + P )  = Ualb. Usually a V b is not a set of single element. 
Definition 1. A subset F of convex cone P is called a (exposed) face of P if there exists 
a supporting hyperplane of P with F = P n H. 
Definition 2. dim F = dimension of affine hull of F. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 If dim F is smaller than 1 for all face of P, 
then we have : 
a v b = a ( a + P ) n a ( b + P )  
where d means relative boundary. 
Proof of this theorem is omitted here. We will show proof of Theorem 2 in another paper. 
To illustrate Theorem 2, we shall show some exmple. 
Example 
Let E be all Hermitian operators on 2-dimensional Euclidean space. The order P in E is 
defined as positive definite order. Then E is considered as 3-dimensional Euclidean space 
whose element is denoted by (a, b, c)  and P is all elements (a, b, c )  with a, b 2 0 and ab 2 c2 .  
It is easy to see that dimension of any face on P is smaller than 1 and so we can see 
easily how about the set a V b by Theorem 2 . 
For any p = (a, b, c )  with a, b, c  being real, we have 
Concerning relations between Riesz space and general partially ordered linear space, we 
have many interesting results. But, these results will be published in another paper. 
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